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Abstract

This thesis explores issues regarding the implementation of a real-time traffic
characterization aigorithm (the Huat-parameter algorithm) for Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM) data networks. Because of the multiplexing of data cells fiom a variety of
sources at ATM network nodes, trafic over ATM is highly statistical in nature, and also
exhibits the qualities of long-range dependence and self-sirnilarity. Conventional traffic
rneasures (e.g., peak ce11 rate, sustained ce11 rate) do not measure these long-term
properties, and thus fail to properly characterize ATM traffîc, which can lead to
ineficiencies in bandwidth allocation and traffic control strategies.
The Hurst-parameter algorithm methodology, developed at TRLabs Winnipeg,
calculates the Hurst-parameter, which is a measure of self-similarity for the traffic
Stream. This thesis attempts several implementations on a variety of platforms in an
attempt io determine how best to iinplement the algorithm in real-time. Implementations
include a parallel DSP implementation, and a single-processor implementation that can
run in real-time (i.e., with real-time ATM trafic). As an aside, this thesis examines
implementation issues through a DSP system design tool called Cossap.
The results of the implementations reveal that the Hurst-parameter algorithm can

nin at the OC-3 rate of 2 . 8 3 per
~ ce11 using the pamllel DSP implementation. The redtime implementation, although it cannot operate at full OC-3, demonstrates the operation

and usefulness of the Hunt-parameter as a trafic measure. Finally, the Cossap
simulations provide a non-real-time method to explore how changes in the algorithm
(e.g.. varying the number of data points used in determinhg the Hurst-parameter) c m

affect the resulting Hurst-parameter values.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks are high-bandwidth digital data
networks which transmit information in the forrn of small, fixed-length packets called
cells. At network switches and buffers, cells from many sources are multiplexed together
and transmitted over the same line (e.g., optical fiber), which rnakes the properties of

ATM trafic highly statistical in nature. TrSc

rneasures such as peak cell rate and

sustained ce11 rate (or average ce11 rate) are commonly used as traffic descriptors;
however, these measures fail to account for certain properties found in variable bit rate
(VBR) traffic, namely, long-range dependence and self-similarity. The more
representative of traffk over a connection a traffic measure is, the more useful that
measure is io traffic control and network resource allocation strategies.

The Hurst-parameter is a recent addition to the spectnim of trafic measures.
Where this descnptor differs from conventional measures is in the fact that it functions as

a measure of self-sirnilarity, thus making it a more accurate charactenzation of ATM

VBR traffic. TRLabs Winnipeg has developed a methodology, called the Hurstparameter algorithm, that calculates the Hurst-parameter from an input ATM trafic
Stream, and that operates in real-time. The details of the algorithm are largely

propnetary, and as there is a patent pending for this process, they cannot be discussed
within this thesis.

1.2 Scope
Ciiapter One of this thesis is the general introduction to the thesis. Chapter Two
presents a brief introduction to ATM networks, and ATM network performance issues.
Chapter Two aiso inuoduces self-similarity in ATM traffic, and presents the Huntparameter as a measure of self-similarity for ATM traffic. Chapter Three gives a brief
introduction to the concept of real-the system, and the constraints that must be heeded
when implementing a real-time system such as the Hunt-parameter algorithm.
Chapter Four presents the first implementation of the Hurst-parameter algorithrn,
namely, a parallel digital signal processor (DSP)platform implementation. Chapter Five
details the second implementation using an ATM deveiopment board to receive real-time
ATM traff~c. Chapter Six describes the 'implementation' of the Hurst-parameter

algorithm in the DSP system design tool Cossap, and the results of simulations using this
tool. Finally, Chapter Seven concludes the thesis with a summary of the findings frorn
the various implementations of the Hurst-parameter algorithm.

Chapter 2

Asynchronous Transfer Mode

2.1 ATM Introduction
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is the underlying technology of a
Broadband Switching System (BSS). The applications of an ATM/Broadband network
include:
Local Area Network (LAW interconnection,
High-speed data transfer,
Multi-site interactive Computer-Aided Design (CAD)/Computer-Aided
Manufacturing (CAM),
High-resolution image communication and retrieval (e-g., medical images,
professional images, etc.),
Document retrieval (e.g., from information centen, archives, etc.),
Video retrieval,
Point-to-point and point-to-multipoint video transport,
High quality interactive video communications,
Video conferencing,
Distance learning,
Multimedia communication,

DS 1 and DS3 circuit emulation (e.g., private networking), and
3.1 lcHz voice (64kbps digital). 141

ATM is a packet-swirched network, rneaning that data is sent over the network in
relatively small units (packets). For ATM, packets are called cells, and are a fixed-length
53-bytes long (5-bytes are header information and 48-bytes are payload data). In addition
to k i n g packet-switched, ATM networks are said to be connection-oriented, rneaning
that a connection path is established between two communicating entities, and ail cells
during a transmission are sent over this path. By this rnethod, cells are sent in order;
although some cells may be lost in transmission, a second ce11 sent after the f m t ce11
cannot arrive at the destination before the first cell. This is most important in real-time
audio/video applications like teleconferencing, where the loss of a little data is far Iess
crucial than the data h v i n g in order.
The connection between a source and a destination in an ATM network is called a
virtuai circuit, or virtual channel. A virtual channel connection (VCC) is unidirectional,
although a bi-directionai link would simply comprise two virtual channels. Many virtual
channels can exist between a source and destination. This collection of virtuai channels
is called a virtual path, and the connection is called a virtual path connection (VPC).
A BSS has two types of interfaces. A User-Network Interface (UNI) is the set of

functions that connect a network end-user to the ATMBroadband network. It is across
this interface that user applications send and receive data to and from the network. The
second type of BSS interface is the Broadband Inter-Carrier Interface (B-ICI). The B-ICI
is used to inter-connect BSSs (i-e., other networks). The B-ICI is based on the lower

layers of the ATM/Broadband Network Node Interface (NNI) protocol, with the inclusion
of higher layer protocols to facilitate inter-BSS communication.
Basic ATM definitions, concepts, and protocol structure can be found in many

and 1241. The Bellcore Requirements ([4]) offee detailed
books, including [ 121, [20],
descriptions of several aspects of ATM networks, including network performance, trac
control, BSS interfaces, and services.

2.2 ATM Cell Structure
As mentioned previously, data over a BSS is transmitted as fixed-length packets
called cells. The cells are 53-bytes long, with 5-bytes being reserved for a header, and
48-bytes for data. The ce11 header helps identify cells from the sarne virtual connection at
an interface where many virtual connections could be active. The format for an ATM
ce11 at a User-Network Interface (UNI) is shown in Figure 2.2.1 below (taken from [12]).
The four-bit generic flow control (GFC) field is present to allow for better control
of traffic flow, particularly in the case of short-term overload conditions. The VPI and

VCI fields (8 and 16 bits wide, respecîively) indicate the virtual path and channel over
which the ce11 is being sent. The payload type indicator (PTT) field is a three-bit field that
indicates what type of data the ce11 is carrying (user data, operations and management
data), and whether trafic congestion was encountered (in the case of user data).
The ce11 loss prionty (CLP)field is a 1-bit field that represents the pnority of the

cell. Cells marked CLP=O have a higher pnority than cells marked CLP=I . If ceils
encounter congestion in the network, cells marked with low priority may be discarded to
alleviate the congestion. The header error control (HEC) field is a 1-byte-wide field that

Bit

1

2
3
4

Octet

5
6

7

53

Figure 2.2.1 ATM ce11 at an ATM User-Network Interface. (after [ 121)

cm correct single-bit erron, and detect certain multiple-bit erron in the ATM ce11 header.
Finally, the 1 s t 48-bytes of the UNI ATM ce11 comprise the information that the ce11 is

carrying to its destination.
At a network-node interface (NNI), the fields are identical, except the NNI ATM
ce11 has no GFC field. GFC functions can only occur at the UNI, so a GFC is not needed
within the network. Instead, the VPI field is 12-bits wide.

2.3 ATM Services
The initial services provided by ATMBroadband networks are as follows:
Permanent Virtual Connection (PVC) ATM Ce11 Relay Service

Switched Vùtual Comection (SVC) ATM Ce11 Relay Service
Switched Multi-Megabit Data Service (SMDS)

PVC Frame Relay Service, and
DS 1/DS3 Circuit Emulation Service. [4]
ATM Cell Relay Service is a celi-based information transfer service that c m be

implemented either through permanent virtual connections (where the connection is
reserved via an agreement) or through switched virtual connections (where the
connection is established and released on demand). Ce11 Relay Service provides access to
the network at any rate up to the access line rate, and supports both constant bit-rate

(CBR) and variable bit-rate (VBR) trafic sources.
Switched Multi-Megabit Data Service (SMDS) is a high-speed. connectionless
(i.e., no call setup or release) packet-switched service. The packets for SMDS are
variable-length and can be sent from a source to either one destination or multiple
destinations (i.e., multicast). SMDS supports applications such as LAN interconnection,
data transfer, and image transfer.

Frame Relay Service allows the transport of variable-length packets over an ATM
network. This service is connection-oriented, which means that connections must be
established (either permanently provisioned, as in PVC,or by call setup, a s in SVC) prior
to any data transfer.
DS 1/DS3 Circuit Emulation Service transports CBR signals (also called circuits)
over ATM. The data rates for DS 1 and DS3 Circuit Emulation Services are 1.544
Megabits per second (Mbps) and 44.736 Mbps, respectively.

2.4

ATM Network Mode1
As with al1 network models, the ATM network has a protocol reference model

which illustrates the various layers (and functions of those layers) in the network. Figure

2.4.1 is the ATMBroadband reference model. This model is three-dimensional, and
consists of three planes that are divided by several layers.

/

/

Management Plane /I
Functions
/

1

p;zE("1

1

Higher Layer Higher Layer
Prot. & ~unc.1Prot. & ~ u n c v

ATM Adaptation Layer

l/l

_]

ATM Layer

1

Physical Layer

I/

Figure 2.4.1 ATMlBroadband network protocol architecture model. ( d e r [41)

The Management Plane is divided into two sets of functions: layer management
and plane management. Layer management contains the hinctions for layer-specific
management such as detecting protocol erron. Plane management functions apply to the
complete system. and not just to individual layers. The second plane in the model is the
Control Plane that handles connection establishment, supervision, and release. The third

plane is the User Plane, which contains most of the functions for transfemng user
information over the network.

Al1 three planes are subdivided into a number of layers. Each layer has its own
set of functions and services that are required for user data transfers. At the bottom of the
mode1 is the Physical Layer, which is simply an interface to the physical medium. The
Physical Layer transrnits bits according to SONET,DS 1. or DS3 requirements depending
on the type of interface.
While the Physical Layer handles the transmission and reception of cells, the

ATM Layer deals with the construction and verification of those cells. The ATM layer
creates the 5-byte headers for cells to be transmitted, and extracts the headers from cells
that have been received. This layer also establishes and releases the virtual circuit
connections ihrough which ATM data transmissions are sent.
The ATM Adaptation layer (AAL) provides the interface between the ATM cells
in the ATM layer and the user applications, most of which do not work directly with
cells. This layer is service dependent, and different sets of AAL functions are required
for different user applications. For example, AAL Type L is used for Circuit Emulation
Service users, while Frame Relay Service users operate on AAL Type 5. SMDS uses
AAL Type 3 /4 to interface between its user applications and the ATM Layer. The AAL

layer has two main parts: the Segmentation and Reassembly (SAR) Sublayer and the
Convergence Sublayer (CS). Segmentation and Reassembly takes the cells on reception
and assembles them into meaningful units called packets for the higher layer user
applications. In addition, this sublayer breaks user packets into standard ATM cells for
transmission over the network. The Convergence Sublayer provides a standard interface
to a variety of user applications.

Finally, the higher layers represent the various user applications that require
transmission or reception of data through the ATM network. To send data, an application
sends the information down through al1 the layen as it is divided into packets, then cells,
then bits, and finally transmitted via the Physical Layer. During reception, the Physical
Layer sends the bits 'up' the model to the user application in whatever fom the user
application requires. The various planes control these msfers, and the workings of the
various layers in the model.

2.5

BSS Interfaces
Broadband Switching Systems (BSS) have two interfaces. The interface between

an end-user and the ATM/Broadband network is the User-Network Interface (UNI). This
is the interface across which user applications send and receive data to and from the
network. The second interface is the Broadband Inter-Carrier Interface (B-ICI), which is
used to inter-connect BSSs. This interface is based on the ATM/Broadband Network
Node Interface (NNI) whch inter-connects ATM networks.
Different user applications require different bandwidths (Le., data rates). The
available data rate classifications are given below.

Line Rate
DS1
:
1.544 Mbps
DS3
:
44.736 Mbps
51,840Mbps
STS-1 :
STS-3c : 155.520 Mbps
STS-12~: 622.080 Mbps
Narne

Table 2.5.1 Names and line rates for some common ATM UNIS. (from [4])

The synchronous interfaces (STS-n) over the SONET network are also known as
OC-a. For example, the STS-3c rate of 155.52 Mbps is also called the OC-3rate. This
rate is the most important with regard to this thesis, as this is the peak bit rate for the

ATM fiber optic connections used for implementing the Hurst-parameter algorithm.
Other equivalent measurements for OC-3 are the ce11 transfer capacity of 353,207 cells/s,

and the ce11 emission time of about 2.83 p.

2.6 ATM Traffic Types
Since B-ISDN over an ATM network provides a large range of services, ATM
networks must provide different types of traffic to optimize bandwidth resources. There
are five service categories that a user application can request. The Constant Bit Rate

(CBR)category sends a constant stream of cells at a fixed rate. The network does not
need to worry about burstiness in the traffic, since the rate is set. This is commonly used
for real-time audio and video strearns.

In contrast to CBR, Variable Bit Rate (VBR)trafic does not have a fixed ce11 rate
during transmission. AIthough limited by the peak ce11 rate of the network (for OC-3 this
is 353,207 cells per second), the traffic

stream is not a constant flow of bits. Interspersed

with the data cells are idle cells. When an application is sending a lot of information at
one time, there are less idle cells, and the required bandwidth increases. When the
application is not sending much data, the bandwidth required is less, so some bandwidth
can be allocated to another process. There are two types of VBR traffic. Real-time VBR

(UT-VBR) is used for teleconferencing and MPEG video transmission, where the

network must ensure that cells are delivered with a minimum of variance in the delivery
time. Delays would cause the presentation to be 'jerky' (freeze-framed images rather

than a smooth video). The other type of VBR is for non-Real-time VBR applications
such as multi-media electronic mail where variations in cell-delivery times are not as
crucial.
Another service category is Available Bit Rate (ABR), which is used for
occasionally bursty trac.

An application can reserve a certain bandwidth and have that

bandwidth guaranteed. However, if the application 'bursts' and requires more bandwidth
for a certain time, the system will try to provide the extra (available) bandwidth.
However, if the system cannot afTord the extra bandwidth, it will not be provided.
The Iast category is Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR). UBR deliven cells only if the
system resources can support the extra bandwidth. If the traffïc becomes congested, the

UBR cells will be discarded.

2.7 ATM Network Performance
One of the most important issues for ATM networks is network performance. An

ATM network provides a service to usen (i.e., fast and reliable data transfen), so the
quality of the service provided is a vital issue. Customers expect certain levels of
reliability (e.g., bit error rates) and performance (e.g., data rates) from the network. At

the same time, the network cannot allow one user to dorninate the available bandwidth at
the expense of othen. ATM networks must measure trafic dong channels, and employ
strategies to control network resources for the benefit of al1 users.

Cross-BSS performance measurements fa11 into two distinct categories. BSS Cal1
Processing Pe&rmance pertains to how quickly and efficiently the BSS can establish

and terminate connections for comection-onented services. These performance
parameters include connection setup denial probability. connection setup delay, and
connection clearing delay. These parameters are largely selfexplanatory and are not
particularly relevant to this thesis. As such, they are not discussed further.
The second set of performance measures is the ATM Ce11 Transfer Performance
parameters. These parameters describe the quality of ce11 tramfers. The cell loss ratio

(CLR) is the proportion of lost ceils (Le., those that do not reach the destination) to the
total number of transmitted cells. The measurements taken to determine the ce11 loss
ratio must be taken at two locations: the ingress/source (e.g., the UNI sending the data)
and the egressldestination (e-g., the UNI receiving the data) interfaces.
When a ce11 is sent from a source to a destination, it cannot arrive immediately
due to propagation and transmission delays. Also, cells can be held up at network
switches and in queues. The cell transfer delay (CTD) represents the sum of delays
encountered by a ce11 between two points of observation in the network. The ce11 transfer
delay measures the time between the entry of a ceil (i.e., the fint bit) at an ingress point,
and the departure of that same ce11 (i.e., the last bit) from an egress point.
Another parameter associated with celi delay is the ce11 delay variation (CDV).
The CDV is a statistical random variable representing the difference between a single
observation of the ce11 transfer delay and the mean cell transfer delay.
The previous performance parameters help ATM networks define several quality
of service (QoS) classes. There are four accepted service classes. QoS Class 1 supports

circuit emulation (CBR) and performance similar to digital private lines. QoS Class 3
maintains performance parameters that are intended for connection-oriented or
connectionless data transfer applications with minimal delay needs. This service class
can be used to deliver non-real-tirne VBR t6c

over the network. QoS Class 4 is again

intended for VBR traffic, but the data transfer applications require much lower Iatency

than QoS Class 3. Finally,there is a QoS Class U, for which there are no assigned
performance values. This class is intended for the UBR senrice category. QoS Class 2,
not mentioned in the Bellcore Requirements, has the sarne performance parameters as
QoS Class 3, except that they apply equally for CLP O and 1 cells.
Table 2.7.1 (taken from [4]) shows the performance objectives for the three main
QoS classes for OC-3 connections. The values marked N/S mean that those parameter
vaiues have not k e n specified.

CLP

QosclassljQoSClass3~QoSClass4
.
Connections iConnections i Connections

IO ;
O-7 - CeU
O - -- <=
- - - h s s Ratio - ----- 10--. - -<=
- - 1--Ce1b s-s-Ratio-- -- - - ----- 1- - - - - --- .- NIS- -- -i --- - -- NIS
-- -- -- .Ce11Transfér Delay
1IO
15ops
NIS
(99 percentiie)
Ceii
-Delay
Variation
1/O
250 ps
NIS
-- - (10-'O quan*)
- --- - ,
- - - -- - Celï Dehy Variation
1IO
NIS
i
,------ NIS
6

(

<= 10-7
- - - N/S
-- - 150 ks

l

-- -

A

-

(10'' quantile)

-

N/S
-

-

-

-

250 Ls

1

I

Table 2.7.1 Performance objectives across a BSS for STS-3c or STS-12c ATM
connections. (from [4])
One can see that QoS Class 1 has the lowest ce11 loss ratio. As well, QoS Class 3 does
not have the same delay requirements as QoS Class 4.

2.8

ATM Traffic Contract
Shce ATM networks provide a service (i-e., transfer of data across the network,

or to other networks) to the user or user application, the user (Le., the customer) has
certain demands that the network has to fulfill. At the same time, the network (i.e., the
provider) has to place some restrictions upon individual users so they do not dominate
network bandwidth and resources. To ensure that both parties are satisfied, a traflc
contract specifies the type and quality of traffïc the user can expect and the network can

provide. This contract is negotiated for each direction of transmission at a user-network
interface (UNI) or at a broadband inter-carrier interface (B-ICI). There are five features
to a trafic contract:
the values of Peak Ce11 Rate (PCR), Sustained (or average) Ce11 Rate (SCR), and
Maximum Burst Size (MBS) to be supported on that ATM connection,
the vaiue of Ce11 Delay Variation Tolerance (CDVT) to be supported on that ATM

connection at a particular interface,
that ATM connection's Quality of Service (QoS) Class,
a ce11 conformance definition based on the Generic Ce11 Rate Algorithm (GCRA) as a
reference, and
the definition of a cornpliant ATM connection. [4]
The peak cell rate (PCR)is the fastest rate at which the network will send cells.
This is not necessarily the fastest rate for the medium (e-g., 155.52 Mbps for OC3), but
the fastest rate the network agrees to provide, or the fastest rate the user requires. The
sustained ce11 rate (SCR) is an average ce11 rate taken over a long period of time. This
must be less than or equal to the PCR. In fact. the ratio of PCR to SCR is often used as a

measure of burstiness in the tmffic. The mean burst size (MBS) is the average number of
cells sent as a contiguous block (a 'burst') at the PCR.
Ce11 delay variation tolerance (CDVT) is the maximum difference between the
expected cell amival time and the actual anival time that the network can support.
Although ATM cells are ideally equally spaced, in practice, some cells are sent ahead of
schedule while others are sent late. So long as this timing difference is less than the
accepted CDVT,the traffic

contract remains valid.

The available Quality of Service classes were discussed in the previous section.
A conforming ATM ce11 is a ce11 that meets the specifications of a Generic Ce11

Rate Algorithm (GCRA). The GCRA basically monitors the &val times of cells to
determine if the cells arrive within certain time Iimits. Those cells that do not meet the
time requirements of the GCRA are labeled non-conforming, while those that do meet the
specifications of the GCRA are conforming cells.

In conjunction with the idea of conforming cells, a compliant connection is
defined by a network operator. Such a definition specifies how great a percentage of
non-conforming cells can be tolerated over a particular connection before the network
administration has to take action on that connection.
Because ATM networks are service providers, network performance is one of the
most crucial issues for customer and provider alike. One area that affects network
performance is that of trafF1c characterization. Since ATM traffk

is largely statisticai in

nature, an accurate statistical mode1 of the trafic within a network or at a UNI has a great
effect on the allocation of network resources. The following sections describe the

statistical nature of ATM traffic, and introduce the Hurst-parameter as a new statistical
measure of ATM tmc.

2.9

Statistical Modeling and ATM
As the previous sections detailed, ATM networks provide for transmission of

various types of data, each with different bandwidth and Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements. It is important to be able to charactenze ATM trafic accurately for the
sake of network resource management and trafic control procedures. The difficulty in
charactenzing ATM traffic is that the ce11 arrivals are statistical in nature. For example,
at a network buffer, cells from a variety of sources (VBR video, CBR audio, etc.) are
multiplexed together and sent over one Iink (e.g., an optical fiber). Therefore. to better
control ATM traffic, a network must model the traffic in some statistical manner.
However, deterrnining which statistical model to use can be a difficult task, and using the
wrong (i-e., inaccurate) model cm be costly.
For exarnple, 1121 explains that using only the peak bit rate as a bais for
bandwidth allocation can waste a lot of bandwidth if the average bit rate for a connection
is rnuch lower than the peak bit rate (i.e., bunty traffic such as VBR video). Another
strategy that uses a combination of peak bit rate, average bit rate, and an upper bound on
the bit rate variance has much better performance compared to the former, simpler
strategy. This aiso illustrates why the statistical properties of ATM trafic must be used
for more efficient resource allocation.
Some of the more common trac

models for ATM networks are burstiness (peak

bit rate/ average bit rate), geornetrically distributed burst length, switched Poisson

process, Markov-modulated Poisson process, and generally rnodulated detednistic
process [12]. Certain quality of service parameters Mce jitter and Ioss probabiiity are quite
sensitive to the chosen traff~cmodel, so having as detaiied and accurate a mode1 as
possible is vital to the smooth running of the network.
Furthemore, statistical modeling is important in developing reference traffic
loads for specif9ng the maximum tr-c

Ioads for which a BSS cm meet the various

QoS parameten as stated in [4]. To test a BSS, several different traffic models are
created. Some of these models are CBR trafic sources. and require no statistical
modeling since the bit rate is constant. However, the tests include VBR test sources, and
these require some sort of random process to generate ATM cells at non-constant rates.

The Bellcore Requirements [4] stipulates using a two-state Markov process. During the
active state, the test source sends information-carrying cells in a burst. During the silent
state, the test source does not send any cells. The durations of these States are
geometrically-distributedrandom variables. The Bellcore Requirements [4] specifies
four CBR test sources and three VBR test sources. Thus, using these test sources, one
c m determine for a specific BSS the maximum number of test sources of each type the

BSS can accommodate without violating the QoS parameters (such as ce11 loss ratio and
cell delay variation). For these kinds of tests, accurate statistical models of VBR trafic
for the test sources are essential.

2.10 Self-simüar Models and the Hurst-parameter
As mentioned above, statistical modeling of ATM trafic is an important task for

ATM network design and control. However, many of the models cumntly used to
generate VBR -c
ATM traEc.

and evaluate network performance do not properly describe true

Many sources identify two properties-self-similarity and long-range

dependence-which

conventional trafic models (e.g., Poisson models) ignore. The

presence of these properties in VBR video traffic is weil-documented in McLaren and
Nguyen[Z 11, Beran et al [SI, Heyman and Lakshman [ 131, Lambadaris et al [17], and
Garrett and Willinger [9].Chen et al [6] identib self-similarity and long-range
dependence in Ethemet LAN (local area network) tr-c

as well. Willinger et al [28]

present an exhaustive bibliography of sources (420 of them) on self-similaity, selfsirnilar traffic, network performance modeling, and ATM networks.
ATM VBR traffic like video and Ethernet LAN data are usually quite bunty.

Due to compression techniques like JPEG and MPEG, the bandwidth of video trafic can
be quite small in some places where compression is very efficient, and larger in other
places where compression is not as efficient. Figure 2.10.1 shows the bandwidth
requirements for the entire run of the Star Wars rnovie (MPEG-encoded). Line can see
that the rnovie has very bursty parts (particularly in the middle where the three spikes

represent the 'jump to hypenpace', 'destruction of Alderam', and 'jump from
hypenpace' scenes, and at the end where the Death Star explodes). Other scenes have
generally lower bandwidth requirements (the scenes preceding the 'jump to hyperspace'
occur in the desert, and do not have as many special effects or busy scene activity).

While the average bandwidth for the entire movie is 2779 1 byteslfrarne, the peak
bandwidth is 78459 bytedframe and the minimum bandwidth is 8622 bytedfrarne.

Tirne (Crames)

Figure 2.10.1 Bandwidth versus time for the Star Wars MPEG video over ATM. (taken

from [ 9 ] )

Figure 2.10.2 below shows the corresponding autocorrelation function for the
sarne Star Wars video trace. The autocorrelation function measures how related two
different samples are at different degrees of separation (in this case at different
separations in time, or time lag). The autocorrelation function shown reveals a property
called long-range dependence (LRD), for which the most cornrnon statistical models fail
to account.
Long-range dependence is also known as "persistence" or the "Hurst effect", and
implies that observations of a process (like a video traffic source) are strongly correlated
to observations made at a much earlier tirne. Empirical models generally have fast-

Figure 2.10.2 Autocorrelation function for Star Wars trace. (frorn [ 9 ] )

decaying autocorrelation functions (such as a negative exponent p-", as n+-,

Ocpcl).

Processes exhibiting long-range dependence, instead. have rnuch slower decaying, e.g.,

as n-t-, O<P<l), autocorrelation functions. Empirical models require
hyperbolic (d,
autocorrelations to reduce to negligibility in a finite and short time for the modeIs to be
accurate. As Figure 2.10.2 shows, the autocorrelations do not die down quickly (at least,
not to negligibility), and thus, the empirical models are inaccurate for modeling VBR
traffic.
Another property not accounted for in conventional traffic models is selfsirnilarity. Figure 2.10.3 shows the same Star Wars trace, but aggregated over different-

sized blocks of frames (these are essentially different time scales). One can see that the
video trace l o o k very similar at different time scales. This self-similarity is a feature of

'LRDprocesses. Short-range dependent processes (SRD), including the conventional
statistical models, at lesser and lesser magnifications would resemble uncorrelated white
noise, since the correlation between any two points would be negligible. Figure 2.10.3
shows that for VBR video traffic, this is not the case.

Figure 2.10.3 Self-similarity of VBR video. (taken frorn [9])

Long-range dependent processes cm be better represented as (second-order)
exactly self-sirnilar processes. The ideal long-range dependent process requires only one
value, the Hurst-parameter, to describe the time-correlation. The Hurst-parameter
(named after H.E. Hurst, who studied water flows in reservoirs in the 1950s) is in
essence a measure of the degree of self-similarity. The higher the Hurst-parameter, the
more unlike SRD models the trafT~cstream becornes. One method of estimating the
Hurst-parameter is by the slope of the variance-time curve. The variance-time curve
represents an ATM trafic stream (or any process, for that matter) at increasing time
scales. The dope of the linear approximation to that curve, P, is related to the Huntparameter by
Equation 2.10.1

where H is the value of the Hurst-parameter [9]. For a short-range dependent process,
becomes 1 (a straight, 4S0 line), yielding a Hurst-parameter of 0.5. Figure 2.10.4 shows
the variance-time plot for the Star Wurs trace, dong with a B=1 reference line. In this

case, the Hunt-parameter from this trace was 0.78, which is typical for video t.rafTïc.

Less active videos (Le., more typical of teleconferencing) generally have Hurst-parameter
values in the range 0.60 to 0.75. Computer trafic (including FTP data) have much higher
Hunt-parameter values.
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Figure 2.10.4 Variance-time curve for the Star Wars trace. (taken from [9])

tn this sense, the Hurst-parameter can act as an indicator of both traffc type and
burstiness. High H-values (nearing 1.O) imply general computer trfic

data, while H-

values in the range 0.6 to 0.8 would classi@ video data. CBR trafic (audio included) has
no dependence whatsoever (long or short-range) since the bandwidth is fixed. This
implies an H-value of O, or at least a very low value (due to lost or damaged cells).

Similady, the Hurst-parameter measures the buntiness of the traffic. Non-bursty trafic
(approaching CBR)has low H-values (as the variance between values decreases). Bursty
traff~c,with larger variances over the time scaies, typically has much higher H-values
tfian non-bursty traffic.

The Hurst-parameter, for video traffic, is also a predictor of scene activity, and
thus video content. The Star Wars movie and action movies in general typically have
faster and more ciramatic scene changes, and thus produce more bursty traffic (and higher
H-values). Teleconferencing, as mentioned above, have lower H-values due to Iow scene
activity. The MPEG video encoding is interframe, which means that compression occurs
not only within individual Crames, but also over similar contiguous frames. Thus,
teleconferencing, with a camera in pretty rnuch the same position (the background will
not be changing) and very little foreground motion (a talking head), would be less bursty,
and would therefore have a lower H-value (but still above 0.5).

The relevance of the Hurst-parameter (and the self-similar nature of VBR traffic)

to network resource allocation and t r a c control cannot be understated. Of particular
significance is the fact that when many self-sirnilar (i.e., bursty) traffic suearns are
aggregated (as they rnay be at a switch), the out-going traffic Stream remains bursty.
Figure 2.10.5 (from [6]) compares aggregation of a SRD (H=0.5, on the left) and a LRD
(H=0.9, on the nght) process for 1, 10, 100, and 1ûûû (going from bottom to top) sources.

As more and more SRD sources are aggregated, the bandwidth 'flattens out' and appears
to be quite regular. The LRD traffrc, however, remains bursty. Before, non-self-similar
models implied that, through aggregation, bursty traffic was 'averaged out' and would

Figure 2.10.5 Effects of aggregation on SRD and LRD traffic.(from [ 6 ] )

not impact significanily on the overall network performance. The results from Chen, et
al [6]c o n f m that this is not the case.

In ATM networks, ce11 loss rates, and other QoS criteria, are almost entrely due to
buffer overfiows [17]. The problem with bursty trac

is that it can sometimes overfiow

buffers at switches, causing these ce11 losses and thus degrading the network
performance. Chen, et al [6] present clear proof that self-similar trafic has a dramatic

effect on QoS parameters like celi loss. They report that for traffic with H S . 5 (Le.,

SRD),increasing the number of switch buffers from 10 to 100 results in a cell loss ratio
reduction from 10-' to below IO-'. For self-similar traffic with HS.9, the same is not
true, and required approximately 1

0 buffers to reduce the ce11 loss ratio to below IO-'.

Similarly, LRD traffk impacts queueing delays within a network (the larger the value of

H, the greater the size of a queue at a switch), which increases the ce11 delay variation
(jitter) for al1 traffic streams passing through the switch [6].
Clearly, one cannot ignore the self-sirnilar nature of ATM VBR traffic. For
example, in the case of VBR test sources for determining network performance
parameters, using a SRD (i.e., Poisson or Markov) test source instead of a more accurate

LRD test source could seriously underestimate network resources (like number of
buffen), or overestimate performance parameters (like ce11 loss ratio). As many of the
applications of ATM networks (video, teleconferencing, Ethemet LAN backbone) are
inherently self-similar, the need for measures like the Hunt-parameter is great. and the
benefits of being able to calculate the Hurst-parameter in real-time are enormous.
The bulk of the Hurst-parameter algorithm is proprietary information for TRLabs,
and cannot be discussed. Basically, the algorithm processes a Stream of incoming cells
(either from file input or real-time ATM traffic) and calculates the points in the variancetirne curve at regular intervals (e.g., once a second). The variance-time curve then gives
the corresponding Hunt-parameter value that characterizes the trafic at that moment by
the formula,

Equation 2.10.2

where

is the slope of the variance-time curve. Figure 2.10.6 illustrates how a stream of

variance-time curves gives rise to a Hurst-parameter curve.

Figure 2.10.6 Calculation of Hurst-parameter values from variance-time curves.

Chapter 3

Evaluation of Implementation
Performance

Evaluating the implementations of the Hurst-parameter algorithm on several
platforms requires some standards or yardsticks by which the various implementations
can be judged. Although running time wiil be a decisive factor in the acceptability of a
platform, just because the algorithm on platfond mns faster than the same algorithm on
plarfonnB does not necessarily mean that platfonnA is the best platfonn for the final

product. This thesis will use three main criteria in evaluating its implementations:
correctness, running tirne, and space. These concepts are defined in [2].
The issue of correctness is vital to an implementation's success. A system's
correctness basicaily means that it aiways behaves as expected. This notion of
correctness can be divided into three classes. Functional correctness means that the
implementation accomplishes the task(s) as expected. Functional correctness can be
verified through analytical (i.e. formal, mathematicai verification) or experimentai (i.e.,
testing) methods. For the implementation of the Hurst-parameter algorithm, the
algorithm itself is not in dispute. It is only required that the implementation operates
correctly. An malytical approach would be time-consuming, and would merely verify
what could be found in a more practical manner. As it happens, there are aiready a lot of

simulation results from running the Huat-parameter algorithm (using a Ci+ program) on
several files of ATM capture data (most notably captures of JPEG video of Star Wars and

Death of a Salesman). Comparing the implementation results to the results from the C++
program is sufficient means of verifjmg an implementation's correctness.

Reliability and robustness are the two other classes of correctness. Reliability is

an indication that the implementation will dways (or almost always) hinction normally
(i.e. the implernentation is dependable). Robustness indicates that the algorithm will
work even in circumstances that the designer did not anticipate origindy. For
irnplementations on commercial hardware platforms, the reliability of the platform should
be expected, and will therefore not be considered, unless a platform proves to be
unreliable. Similarly for robustness, the various platforms are assumed to be reasonably
robust.

The crucial feature of each implementation will be the running tirne of the Hurstparameter algorithm. To keep up with OC-3ATM trafic, the aigorithm has to process
each ce11 every 2.8 pseconds. If the algonthrn cannot meet this requirement, it will 'skip'
cells that pass while the algorithm is still busy processing some previous cell. The
calculated Hurst-parameter will then fail to reflect the tme ATM traffic Stream. Since the
implementation of the algorithm will be a real-time system, the running time can be
considered to be a part of the correctness criteria, rather than simply a factor in the
performance of the algorithm. A platform that cannot work at the OC-3 data rate is
simply unacceptable, thus the implementation is considered incorrect. However, if two
platforms can both operate within the OC-3 guideline, they will be judged roughly equal
(even if one runs faster than the other) with regard to running time.

A final factor in evaluating the various hardware platforms on which the

algorithm wiil be implemented is space. Space refers to the maximum workspace needed
to store al1 of the intermediate values and structures. Since the Hurst-parameter
algorithm has a large storage requirement, space can be a significant factor. Space may
not determine if the algorithm

run, but it will determine how many points of the

variance-time curve the platform c m accommodate. This, in turn, will affect how
accurate the calculated H-parameter value will be. A platform that can accommodate
twenty points has a space advantage over a pladorm that c m accornrnodate only five
points.
The three main factors in evaluating each platform will be correctness, mnning

time,and space. Correctness will be verified simply by comparing runtime results with
those from the C t e program already in existence. Running time wil1 be measured using
whatever clock timing features each platform offers. Space will simply be a measure of
the rnemory available, and the number of variance-time curve points the platform can
maintain. Although each platform considered might have specific advantages over
another platform. these three factors will be used to compare one platform to another.
Obviously, functionai correctness and mnning time will be the crucial factors to consider
for each implementation. However, the space factor will also play a large role in
determining whether an implementation is accurate enough for use.

Chapter 4
A Parallel Implementation

4.1 Motivation for Exploring Parallelism
The main constraint placed on any real-time implementation of the Hurstpararneter algorithm is the processing time. For an implementation to meet the OC3
timing requirement, it has to accept an ATM cell, process the celi through the Hurstparameter algorithrn, and return to be ready to accept the next cell, which can be as little
as 2.83 peconds later. The same implementation also has to be able to calcuiate enough

points for the variance-time curve so that the resulting H-value characterizes the traffic as
accurately as possible. This latter feature is directiy related to the memory available to
the algonthm. With more memory, more points can be accommodated.

As shown in Figure 4.1.1, several single-processor platforms have already been
explored (before work on this thesis) as hosts for the Hurst-parameter algonthm.
However, none of these platforms (including Ultra-SPARC and Pentium Pro) have met
the important timing requirement. One solution may be simply to find faster processors.
This could become an extremely expensive solution, with no guarantee of success. A
second alternative would be to explore a parallel implementation. In a parallel
implementation, the work for the aigorithm would be spread over several processors, and

Average Cell Processing Time for Star Wars Captures
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Figure 4.1.1 Average ce11 processing times for various sequential platforms.

hopefûlly, the operating time will be cut sufficiently so that the platform c m handle realtime OC-3 traffic.
One commercially available parallel DSP platform is the QPCK40B parallel
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) board from Spectrum Signal Processing h c . Since the
board had already been acquired by TRLabs, it seemed a logical starting point to explore

a parallel implementaiion.

4.2

ParaUel Architectures: An OveMew
There are a few basic concepts which rnight be helpful in the discussion of a

parallel implementation. Parallel computing is "an efficient form of information
processing which emphasizes and exploits those events in the algorithm or computing
process which are concurrent" [ 101. The main feature of a parallel computing

architecture is the presence of multiple processors; however. the programs running on the
multiple processors must be co~current(Le. can execute at the sarne time) for a parallel
architecture to have an appreciable advantage over a sequential implementation.
Fortunately, the Hurst-parameter algondun can be broken into several processes that
work concurrently.
One feature of a parallel architecture is the granularity. Granularity refers to the
size of the work units allocated to processors in the paralle1 system. A course-grain
system has a relatively small number of more complex processors which execute larger,
relatively independent processes. Each processor executes its own (usually different) job
or task which is typically a self-contained program. Inversely, afie-grain system has a
larger number of simpler processon which may execute only one statement or operation
from a main program during an activation. Occupying the gap between course and fine-

grain systems. medium-grain systems stnke a balance between processor complexity and
number.
Another feature of a paralle1 system is the organization of memory. Al1
processors in the architecture will require memory for storing their individual programs
as well as the data upon which they will operate. Systerns where memory is distributed

through the processors in the form of local mernories (accessible only to a single
processor) are called loosely-coupled, or distributed, systems. Systems where the
processors share memory resources (either a single memory, or local memories accessible
to multiple processors) are called tightly-coupled systems.
Often. processors in a parallel architecture will have to comrnunicate with one
another (for example, a set of processors may compute intermediate results, and then

send those results to another processor or processors for further computations).
Therefore, there must exist an interconnection network (which could be as simple as a
shared memory) which links al1 of the processors in some fashion (e.g., shared bus, fullyconnected, ring topology). The interconnection network is vital for passing messages
between processors, and wnting and reading data to and from memory (in the case of
shared memory).

There is one more classification that descnbes a parallel computing system. A
single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) system has all of the processors mnning the

same set of instructions (Le., the same program) on different sets of data. An example
could be a program that searches a large database by partitioning the data and having
each processor search a different partition. Each processor will execute the sarne search

algorithrn, but the data each processor looks at wiil be different. The other type of
parallel system is the multiple instruction, multiple data (MIMD) system, which has
processors executing different instructions on different sets of data. In fact, the Hurstparameter algorithm will be a MIMD system as one processor will simply handle the
interface with incoming cells, while the rest of the processors will process different parts
of the algorithm. These two classifications are the most commonly used architectures in
parallel computing. The multiple instruction, single data (MISD) is rareiy used, while the
single instruction, single data system (SISD) is simply a sequential processor (or a set of
processors running the same program on the same data).
These basic concepts of parallel systems are described in George and Hawkes

r 101.

4.3

The QPCIC40B Parallel DSP Board
The QPCK4OB (or Quad C4û Paraliel Board) from Spectrum Signal Processing

is a motherboard which can house up to four Digital Signal Processors (DSPs). Figure
4.3.l(a) and (b) describe the Quad C40 board layout. Sites A, B. C , and D are the DSP
module locations.
The DSP modules used on the board are called MDC40S2 SRAM TM-40
modules (TIM-4Os for short). Figure 4.3.1(b) describes the same board. but in a block
diagram form to show the Il0 port connections.

The type of TM-40 module used is the MDC40S2 module which uses the Texas
Instruments TMS320C40 processor. Figure 4.3.2 (a) and (b) present the board layout and
block diagrarn representations of the module, respectively. Operating with a 50mhz
clock, each TM-40 module can achieve a performance of 25 Million Insiructions Per
Second (MIPS), or a peak arithmetic performance of 275 Million Operations Per Second
(MOPS). Each processor on the board contains private memory for housing programs
and data. For the MDC40S2 module, this memory consists of three banks of 128Kx32
SRAM. The first two banks are tied to the module's local bus, while the third bank is

connected to the module's global bus for memory and Il0 expansion external to the
module. The PEROM (programmable erasable read-only memory) is used for storing
boot information such as reset values for registers.
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(b)

Figure 4 . 3 4 a ) Board layout, and (b) equivalent block diagram representation of

the QPCK40B parailel DSP board. (taken from [19])

(b)

Figure 4.3.2 (a) layout, and (b) block diagram representation of the MDC40S2
TM-40 module. (taken from [18])

Inter-processor communications are achieved via communications ports at each of
the TIM-40 sites. Each processor has six 8-bit high-speed parallel communication ports.
The ports are buffered (which introduces some delay). and the peak throughput using a

50 MHz processor is 16.7 Mbyteds (using the shortest length of connection cable, 0.1 rn).
Two of these ports are used in a dedicated (hardwired) intercomection in a ring topology.

This ring can be seen in the block diagram of the board (Figure 4.3. ln)). Port A0 on
Site A is hardwired to portB3 on Site B. The Iink between Site D and Site A is not
hardwired (see the dashed line between DO and A3), but can be connected to complete
the loop. The other four ports ( l , 2 , 4 , and 3,however, c m be used to connect the

processors in any fashion to suit the needs of the program to be implemented. Another
method of communication is DMA (direct rnemory access) transfers. Each TIM-40
module contains a DMA coprocessor, which directly transfers blocks of data without
interrupting the C40 processor. DMA can occur over any of the six communication
ports.
The Quad C40 board can comrnunicate with peripheral devices through two
interfaces. First. there are two Application Specific Connectors (one for Sites A and B,
and one for Sites C and D) which can accommodate digital or high integrity analog (Sites

A and B only) data from peripheral devices (for example, a device that could deliver
ATM ce11 timestamps to the Quad C40 board). Another peripheral interface method is
the DSPLINK2, which memory maps a peripheral device to a T M 4 0 module for highspeed, bi-directional data transfer. This connection is only for Site A (and only available
if the TM-40 has a global bus connector), but allows for off-board communications
without using the PC VO bus.
Communications between the host (PC) and Quad C40 board can be
accomplished over three main channels. The PC Bus is the main control interface, and
provides access to board facilities like resets via the software programmable Control

Register. Actual data transfers fiom PC to Quad C40 board and vice versa more
commonly occur via the Link Interface Adapter (LIA).These cornmunications occur
directly between the host PC and a specific T I M 4 module. Ports A 1, B 1, C4, and D4
are al1 comected to the PC Bus through LIA circuitry. Thus, if the LIA is enabled for a
specific module site, that module can cornmunicate with the host through its
communication port. The third communication route is the Test Bus Controller (TBC).
The TBC is used mainly to access the JTAG subsystem which facilitates the DB40
debugger and the C40 Network API libraries. Spectnim Signal Processing has several
libraries which accomplish communications through the LIA,DMA, or JTAG paths.
Program communications are usually implemented through the LIA, since it uses the
same port routines as inter-processor communications. However, with the pardlel C
compiler. described below, these communications are largely invisible to the
programmer.
The parallel architecture of the Quad C40 board is coarse-grained and MIMD
(multiple instruction multiple data), which means that each processor is distinct, and
perforrns its own program-length task on its own set of data. However, each processor
could be given the same program to run, which would make it a SPMD (single program
multiple data) architecture. The data that a processor operates on could be in local
memory (i.e., distributed memory), or sent via communication ports to the processor from
the host cornputer, or another processor. As mentioned before, the interconnection
network is configurable, although a hardwired ring topology is already in place.
Along with the parallel DSP board cornes the parallel C compiler from 3L. The
compiler is ANS1 standard, but contains extra functions for inter-processor

communications, and for manipulating registea, interrupts, etc. on the processors. Each

C program that operates in the architecture is called a task. One parallel program can be
comprised of several tasks, and these tasks c m be distributed over ail the available
processors. Several tasks can run on the same processor (sequentiaily), or can be placed
on different processors (in parallel). For example. the Hunt-parameter program is
divided into three tasks, and three of the processors receive one task each to process.

Tasks communicate with each other through channels, which are either the physicai links
between the various processors, or the software links between tasks on the same

processor. These channels are specified in a configuration file. The placement of tasks
(which task is to run on which processor) is aiso specified in this file.
The technical manuais [18] and [19] contain much of the information on the

QPCK40B board and the TIM-40 module, respectively. The Parallei C User Guide [29]
details the features of the parallel C language and how to debug and run parallel C
programs. Further information on programming for TIM-40modules can be found in
[26],and information on the C40 debugger cm be found in [25].

4.4

Results and Discussion

Correcmess
The paralle1 C program for the Hurst-parameter algorithm was run on the parallei
DSP board. As input, the Star Wars capture files starsparl .bin and starsparl0.bin

(starspar2.bin through starspar9.bin were not used) were used. In this discussion, they
shall be referred to as capture1 and captureIo, respectively.

1

Single vs. Multi-Processor Results (Star Wars capture 1)

1

Single vs. Multi-Processor Results (Star Wars capture 10)
01'

Figure 4.4.1 DSP Variance-time curve results compared with SUN processor results for
(a) capture 1 , and (b) capture 10.
Figure 4.4.1(a) and (b) show the results of the variance-time curves for the two
captures. The results are super-imposed on the results from the SUN implementation to

c o n f m that the pardel implementation is working and producing the correct results.
The results are identical.

Running Time
The speed of the program is as important as the functionality of the program. The

main purpose of implementing the algorithm on the paralle1 architecture was to see if the
aigorithm could operate at the OC-3 cell rate of 2.8 peconds. The timing results from
capture1 and capture10 c o n f i that the algorithm as imolernented on the parailel DSP is

fast enough. The average processing time for a ce11 input is 2.63 peconds. Thus, the
algorîthm is capable of operating at the OC-3 rate of 2.8 peconds on this platform. The
following figures compare the parallel DSP speed with the speed of other platforms on
which the aigorithm has been implemented. Figure 4.4.2 compares the total ruming
times for both the capture1 and capture10 data files. Also, for comparison, the actual
capture time is included. The parallel DSP is the only platform whose processing tirne is
less than the capture time.
Note that the current implementation only produces the variance-time curve. The
Hurst-parameter calculation was not necessary to show the correct functionality of the
algorithrn, as comparisons with previous implementations (SUN, DEC, etc.) were done at
the variance-time curve stage. However, since this implementation only uses three of
four processors, the fourth processor could be used to calculate the Hurst-parameter from
the variance-time curve without affecting the overall runtime of the algorithm.

Figure 4.4.2 Total running times for Star Wars captures on various platforms.
The SUN computer was a Sparc 5 computer. while the DEC was a DEC Alpha
computer. The UltraSparc was an UltraSparc 1, used in both regular and single-user
modes.
Figure 4.4.3 compares the irnplementations on a per-ce11 basis, that is. the time
taken by each implementation to process one cell. Again, the speeds are based on the
times obtained from processing the capture1 and capture10 files. Included also is the

OC3 rate of 2.8 pseconds as a yardstick for evaluating the performance. In displaying the
DSP results, the average time per ce11 is given. Again, the DSP implementation proves
itself the fastest of the available architectures. Note that this figure is the same as Figure
4.1.1, except that the DSP result has been added for comparison.

Figure 4.4.3 Average ce11 processing times for various platforms.

Memory
As mentioned before, each T M 4 0 module has 384kbytes of private memory.

Since each point in the variance-time curve requires a certain amount of memory, this
limits the number of points each processor c m calculate. It was found that one T M 4 0
module can accommodate up to ten points on the variance-time curve. Since this
implementation uses two T M 4 0 modules to calculate the variance-tine curve, the
number of points is lirnited to twenty points. However, there is still another free
processor that could be used to increase the number of points even further (to thirty).
Therefore. the parallel DSP board has more thm adequate memory resources to house the
Hurst-parameter algorithm.

4.4

Conclusions for the Parallel Implementation
For a purely software solution to implementing the Hurst-parameter algorithm in

real-time, the parailel implementation is a very efficient and fast result. Severai
sequential processors were shown unable to handle the demands of the OC3 traffic rate,
and the parallel implementation on the QPC\C40B parailel DSP board can process OC3

data in real time. Unfortunately, there is no rnechanism yet to deliver reai-time ATM
d i c to the parallel board, making the parailel implementation somewhat limited to a

conceptual proof (that the algorithm a operate at the OC3 rate). However, this board
has both the speed and capacity (in temis of memory to support a larger and more
accurate variance-time curve) to house the Hurst-parameter aigorithm.
The next part of this thesis considers a different platform that can indeed process
real ATM data rather than capture file data.

Chapter 5

A Real-Time Implementation

5.1

Introduction
The Hurst-parameter trafic characterization algorithm for ATM networks has

aiready been implemented on several platforms, including the parallel DSP platform
detailed in the previous chapter. The input for al1 of these implementations was
previously captured ATM traffic (via the protocol analyzer) files. Thus, although the
parallel DSP implementation was shown to operate at the OC-3 rate, it could not process
real-time ATM data because there was no way to get an ATM trac

Stream to the board

for processing.
The Cyclone PCI-SDKIntel i960 ATM development board from Cyclone
Microsystems is a first step toward implementing the Hurst-parameter algorithrn on a
platform that handles real ATM data. The board includes a module that can transmit and
receive ATM cells, and an Intel i960 processor that can operate the Hurst-parameter
algorithrn, giving the first real-time implementation of the aigorithm. Unfortunately, the
i960 ATM development board has several drawbacks that make it a less than ideal
platform for an accurate and reliable implementation. The processor c a n o t run the entire
algorithm at anythng near OC-3rates (the pardlel DSP suggested that one processor was
not enough). This means that ceils will be skipped, and the resulting H-value will not

reflect the actual trac

as accurately as it could. Furthemore, the number of storage

columns that the processor c m accommodate (not due to storage capacity, but due to long
integer overfiow problems) is Iirnited, which affects the accuracy of the H-values
generated.
Despite its problems, the i960 ATM development board implementation is useful
as a demo far the Hunt-parameter algorithm. Previous implementations could not

illustrate the algorithm since they could not show how the incoming u a f f c affected the
H-values. The Lucent EMMI and a video camera can generate traf5c of JPEG video
frames. TRLabs student Andrew Parker wrote a graphical user interface (GUI)program
which wiIl display the Hunt-parameter values calculated by the i960 board. With the
board processing this traffic, the 'audience' for the demo can literally see the traffic that
is generated, and the effect that changes in the pictures have on the resulting H-values.

5.2 The Intel i960 ATM Development Board
The Intel i960 ATM Development Board from Cyclone Microsystems is a
platform that provides direct access to real-time ATM traftic. The board consists of
several components, including an Intel i960 processor (configurable to 25 or 33 MHz
clockspeed) and an SQ32 Squall II module for the ATM interface. Communication with
the host is via the PCI bus. Figure 5.2.1 illustrates the major components of the board.

This board is a good 'fmt try' architecture for implementing the Hurst-parameter
algorithm (or H-meter, for short) with reai-time ATM trafic.

The i960 processor uses standard ANS1 C for programming. Running a program
on the i960 is most easily done via the gdb960 debugger (a DOS comrnand line tool).

Figure 5.2.1 Functional block diagrarn for the Cyclone ATM development board.
Once a program is written, it is compiled and linked. These cornrnands c m be
placed in a 'makefile', and the cornmand vmnke will compile, link, and create an
executable file for the i960. The gdb960 debugger can then be mn,and the executable
file cm be downloaded to the processor. The program can then be run simply by typing
'run' on the debugger command line. The dock speed for the i960 in the test
configuration is 25MHz. Communications between the host and the board are achieved
through the PCI bus. For the H-meter, the caiculated H-values need to be passed from
the i960 to the host PC for input to the front-end display program. This is achieved
through the PCI mailbox registers. There are eight, 8-bit mailbox registers that are
reflected on either side of the PCI bus. Wnting to a mailbox register address on the i960
wriies to a corresponding address on the host computer. Similady, the host computer can
write a vdue to a mailbox address on its side of the PCI bus, and the i960 will be able to

read that value by reading the corresponding mailbox on its own side of the PCI bus.
This is a simple and efficient mechanism for sending the H-values to the PC for display.
The other major component on the i960 ATM Development Board is the SQ32
ATM-STS-3C Squall II module. This module has two VLSI circuits-the ATM-SAR and
the SUNI-LITE-which act as the interface to the ATM traffic strearn. The SAR
(Segmentation and Reassernbly) device perfomis hardware segmentation of user packets
into ATM cells during transmission, and hardware reassembly of ATM cells into user
packets during reception. The SUNI-LITE maps ATM cells into STS3C frame structure
for transmission, and extracts ATM cells from the STS-3C frarne structure upon
reception. The SUN1 interfaces directly with the ATM c o ~ e c t i o nto send and receive

ATM cells. The SAR then interfaces with the SUNI to send and receive user packets
(collections of cells).
For the purposes of the H-meter algorithm, al1 that is required is the capture of
raw ATM cells. Although the SQ32 module is designed to send and receive AALS cells
(i.e., VBR Frame Relay packets), the pPD98401 SAR cm be set to receive raw non-

AALS cells, so that it does not assemble packets from the received cells. Cells are
received into one of eight pools. A pool consists of user-defined-length batches. These
batches in turn store the starting addresses of a number of buffers. For non-AALS
reception, the buffers are 64 bytes. The last entry in a batch is a link pointer to the next
batch in the pool. The 64 bytes of a receive buffer comprises the standard 53-byte ATM
cell, plus extra fields for user-supplied information, timestamp, channel number, and a

CRC- IO checksum. For each batch in a non-AALS receive pool, the least significant bit
of the link pointer is set to 1. When a ce11 is received into a buffer, the S M sets bit 3 1 of

word 15 of the buffer. Thus, by clearing this bit before receiving data, the processor can
determine if a new ce11 has been received into this buffer. This is the mechanism the Hmeter program uses to determine if a non-ide ATM ce11 has been received. Figure 5.2.2
illustrates the reception of non-AALS cells.
The main problem with the SQ32 module is that it cannot capture raw ATM cells
at the full OC-3rate. Although the SAR is said to be able to capture 100%OC-3, due to
extra overhead (64 bytes per ce11 rather than 53 bytes per cell), the S A R cannot capture at

this rate. AALS packets do not have this problem because the overhead (e.g., timestamp)
occurs only once for a large number of cells. However, for raw ATM capture. the
overhead exists for every cell, and the ATM board simply cannot keep up with the extra
data. Also, with the extra coding for the Hurst-parameter algorithm. it is not expected
that the i960 processor will be able to process data at a rate anywhere near OC-3. Thus, it
is expected that the i960 processor will miss cells unless precautions are taken to restrict
the bandwidth of the incoming traffic Stream. It is also important to optimize the
algorithm as much as possible, so that not too many cells are missed. and the H-values
caiculated reflect the actual traffic as much as possible.
The basic ATM interface operations (send and receive) are described in the SAR
chip user manual [22] and the Squall II user manuai [7]. Prograrnrning the i960
processor, and using the debugger are described in [14], [ 151, and [ 161.

Ceil received
Ce11 received
Ce11 received

Next Availabe Free

Figure 5.2.2 SAR receive structure for non-AAL-5 traffic. (from [22])

5.3 The GN Nettest Interwatch 95000 Protocol Analyzer
To run the H-meter algorithm on real-time ATM data, one must have real-time
ATM data. Furthermore, since the algonthm cannot run at the full OC-3 rate, the peak
ce11 rate cannot be greater than what the algorithm (and the i960 processor) can handle.
For this implementation, it was found that the H-meter aigorithm could handle 1%OC-3
trafic with minimal ce11 loss.

A good tool for generating traffc at futed peak ce11 rates is the GN Nettest

Intenvatch 95000 protocol analyzer. Among its functions, the analyzer has an ATM
tmc

generator which can transmit ATM cells in many formats. There is a set of tools

called the Carlton Tools which are statistical iraffîc profiles for Constant Bit Rate (CBR)
and Variable Bit Rate (VBR)traffic. The protocol analyzer can send Constant Bit Rate
(CBR) trafic with a constant utilization (this utilization is in fact the ce11 rate). This ce11
rate can be set to 1% (or any percentage of the maximum OC-3 rate) so that the i960 can
process 1% OC-3 CBR traffic. For VBR tmc,

there are several options. The protocol

analyzer cm send MPEG video tmffic profües for various types of video (Sports. Action
movie, and News). There are traffic profiles for both MPEG l and MPEGZ VBR traffic.
Variables such as the Video Quality Factor, Group of Pictures (GOP)Size, and Codec
Ratio can be adjusted to alter the trafic characteristics.
Another traffic profile that is useful is the Bellcore ON/OFF profile. h this
model, the traffic has two States (ON and OFF). When the OFF state is active, no traffic
is sent. When the ON state is active, cells are sent at the specified peak raie (which
again, can be set to l%OC-3). The source stays in each state for a random amount of

time (exponentiallydistributed). Variables such as the Mean Utilization (reflecting the
amount of ON time), the Peak Utilization (or PCR),and the Mean Burst Size c m al1 be
set to alter the trafic characteristics. For l%OC-3, the Peak Utilization is set to 1%, and

the Mean Utilization is set to an arbitrary value less than the peak. The Mean Burst Size
can be any integer, but is typically between 1 and 1 0 cells. This tmc

profile is very

useful since it allows VBR traffic to be generated with a configurable peak ce11 rate.

The protocol analyzer user guide [ I l ] describes both how to send ATM trafic
profdes, and how to capture ATM data over optical fiber.

5.4

The Lucent EMMI
The protocol analyzer, as detailed previously, can send generated trafic profiles

at a configurable peak ce11 rate. This makes the H-meter algorithm relatively easy to
realize, and makes verification of the results quite simple (since the data rate can be
reduced such that very few cells are missed during processing). However, the resulting
demonstration does little to show how the incoming trafic Stream affects the H-values.
Since, the 'viewer' cannot reaily see the ATM traffic, the H-value has little rneaning.
Also, since the trafic sources are merely statisticai models, the resulting H-values do not
reflect actual ATM data.
For a demonstration of the H-meter to be effective, the 'viewer' must be able to

'see' what kind of trafic the H-meter is processing, so that he can relate it to the resulting
H-values. An excellent way to do lhis is by using the Lucent EMMI Multimedia
Interface, a digital video camera, and a "ripping" good film. The EMMI is a workstationindependent device that cm transmit and receive multimedia (audio, video, and data)
information over ATM. The information is transrnitted at the OC-3data rate. An
extemal computer (in this case, a Macintosh Powerbook) controls the EMMI. Serving as
data input is a Sharp Viewcam liquid crystal video camera (aiternatively, one could use
the output from a VCR). The audio and video outputs of the camera are fed into the
inputs of the EMMI. Fibre optic cables from the EMMI are then connected to the
receiver and transrnitter ports of the i960 ATM development board. In this way, tme

ATM trafic c m be fed directiy to the i960 board. The video camera can be set to send
video and audio from its lens and microphone, or it can play a pre-recorded video cassette
tape (of a movie). By simultaneously viewing the actual movie and the resulting Hvalues, the H-meter demonstration should be much more interesting and revealing than
the protocol analyzer implementation.
Video in the EMMI is encoded in the JPEG format, so the resulting ATM traffic
will be JPEG video traffic.

The JPEG encoding and resulting picture quality are

controlled by the Q-factor. This Q-factor is an integer with settings between O and 1200.
The higher the Q-factor, the better the picture quality, and the greater bandwidth required
to send the data. Table 5.4.1 shows some of the avaiIable Q-Factors, and the associated
bandwidth requirements. Since the i960 should not be able to keep up at full OC-3, it is
better to use low bandwidth trafic to ensure more stable results.

1 Q-Factor

i ATM Bandwidth I ATM Bandwidth 1
(typical image) 1 (complex image)
. - -- *5
---8Mbps
! - 14
- - Mbps5
%
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Mbps
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Mbps -- - -- --- 100
- --33-Mbps
- - -- 18 Mbps28-s
- - - - 46
--- Mbps
- - -200 -.
1200 f
70 Mbps
:
80 Mbps
1

l

-
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- -

- -

-

A
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Table 5.4.1 Q-Factors and associated bandwidths for the EMMI (from [IJ).

Video and audio on the EMMI can be set to be transmitted over different
channeis. This is useful as it can show the difference in H-values between video and
audio data. Another advantage of the EMMI over the protocol analyzer is the EMMI
does not go 'off-Iine' to make adjustments to the Q-factor or other settings. Whereas

adjusting the traffic

profile on the protocol analyzer involves shutting the trafic off for

several seconds (which requires extra safeguards in the program), the trdfic from the

EMMI is smooth and uninterrupted.
The operation of the EMMI device is detailed in the user guide [Il. The JPEG
compression standard is described in Tannenbaum's book [24].

5.5 Results of the i960 Implementation: Protocol Analyzer
The Implernentafrtafron
The Hunt-parameter aigorithm was implemented on the i960 ATM Development
board. The program was f m t tailored using the assumption that the protocol analyzer
would be the source of input. Using input from the analyzer, the program calculates a
new H-value about every four times per second. This H-value is a floating-point nurnber
less than 1.00, so to interface to the front-end program developed by Andrew Parker, the
prograrn multiplies the H-value by 1000, and tmncates the number to an integer (thus, the
range of integer H-values will be between O and 1 0 ) . This number is then written to
the mailbox address, where the front-end prograrn can read the value and display it.
As an extra check, whenever the H-meter program writes an H-value to the

mailbox, it also writes a flag (value 1) to a second mailbox address. The front-end
program, before reading an H-value reads this mailbox. If the value is 1, the front-end
prograrn reads the H-value (knowing that this is a new H-value). Having read the Hvalue, the front-end clears the flag mailbox (sets it to O) to indicate that the H-value
stored in the other mailbox is now 'old'. The next time that the front-end checks for an

H-value, if the fiag is still O, it knows there is no new H-value (yet) and waits. If the flag
is 1, then the H-meter program has written a new H-value, which the front-end c m then
display. This is particularly important when one is changing the traffic characteristic on
the protocol analyzer during a demonstration. The analyzer has to go 'off-line' (it stops
sending cells). The H-rneter program then hangs, waiting for a new cell. The front-end,
however, instead of simply outputting the same H-value (since no new H-values have
been calculated), can then indicate on-screen that the H-meter program is waiting for
input.
Another modification, due to the nature of the protocol andyzer, is that if no cells
are received by the i960 for more than one second, al1 of the interna1 variables are reinitialized. After more than one second without any traffic, the prograrn assumes the
characteristic adjustment. It usuall y takes
protocol analyzer is 'off-line' for MIC
several seconds to change the traffïc, and then have the analyzer re-rnix and start sending
the new traffic.

If the prograrn ignored this fact, the 8-meter would process a Iong

interval of no trafic, which would have unpredictable effects on future H-values (since
these values would take a long time to filter through the algorithm). Usually, the H-value
would shoot over 1.000 and then gradually decrease. It seemed much better to reinitiaiize everythng after a long interval of no trafic, and start the algorithm from
scratch. The results would be more stable and explainable.
Through numerous trials, it has been observed that the H-meter program on the
i960 works best using the Bellcore ON/OFF traffic profile. On this profile, the peak ce11

rate c m be set to the assumed l%OC-3, and then the mean rate and burst lengths can be
set to appropriate values. The traffic profiles VBR MPEG and MPEG t sometimes have

highly unusual results and are not recommended for a demonstration. The H-values
sometimes jump above 1.000, and do not decrease. This is due to the fact that the peak
ce11 rate is 10080C-3(although the mean ce11 rate could be less than 1%) and the
algorithm assumes a peak celi rate of 1%OC-3. Therefore, if cells arrive in a burst at
higher than the l%OC-3 rate, the results can become unpredictable. The CBR traffïc
profile works well, and c m be set to 1%OC-3 (or at a lower rate). If the algorithm is
working properly, the H-value for CBR trafXïcshould be 0.000. However, due to time
taken calculating H-values (which is unavoidable, and has been optimized as much as
possible), a few cells are missed (about 0.26%). Although this is a reasonably smdl
figure, it does mean that the H-value will be slightly more than 0.000 sometimes, and
does not seem to settle to any particuiar value (usually is 'bounces' around between 0.000
and 0.LOO). Instead. it is usually better to use the Bellcore ONlOFF profile and set the

mean ce11 rate to a value close to 1%OC-3 (e-g., 0.9%). Depending on how the analyzer
mixes the trafic, the H-value will either be 0.000 (due to the H-value being negative and
set to 0.000 by default) or slightly greater than 0.000. However, it will not 'bounce'
around as the CBR trafic does, and will settle to some value.

Correctness
To show the correctness of the i960 implementation (using the protocol analyzer
traffic), the H-meter program was altered slightly to record the timestamps of the

received cells. These timestamps were then input to a previous, correct version of the
algorithm, and the results of the two implementations were compared. Figure 5.5.1 (a)
shows the final variance-time curve for the trial, while Figure 5 S. 1(b) shows the H-

values calculated from the ml-time and non-rd-time irnplementations. Since the i96û
algorithm uses the ce11 timestarnps in a slightly different manner (see the previous section
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Figure 5.5.1 The i960 processor results on red-time traffic versus results from captured
timestarnps (a) Variance-time curve. and (b) H-values.

for details) than the original algorithm, the results are slightiy different. However, they
are sunilar enough to verifjt the functionality of the i960 red-time implementation.
Running Time
The results of the CBR trafic profile, show that, 99.74% of the tirne. the

algorithm is ruming at the target l%OC-3. During the operation of the algorithm, there
are essentidly three actions that occur. The fmt action is the i960 receives a cell and
increments a cell counter. This action is very fast. The second action is the i960 receives
a cell, and processes the ce11 counter into the H-meter algorithm. This action requires
only integer arithrnetic. and is, therefore, still relatively fast. The third action is the i960
receives a cell, processes the ce11 counter, and then calculates the H-value. This third set
of actions only occurs perhaps four times per second (or however often one wants an Hvalue). However, the H-value calculation involves several floating-point operations and
function calls, and therefore will take the longest time of the three sets of actions. The Hmeter program was rnodified to measure these running times, and the results are as
follows.

Process counter

_

0.000145

Table 5.5.1 Timing results for three types of evenis in the real-time implementation.

Average Cell Processing Time for Star Wars Captures
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Figure 5.5.2 Average ce11 processing tirnes for the various p l a t f o m (i960 included).
Note also that the ceIl interval for 1% OC-3 is 0.000286s. As expected, the only
time that is not under the [%OC-3 interval time is tbat of the H-caiculation, which
involves a nurnber of floating-point operations. The ce11 counter processing time is
roughly half of the 1%OC-3 interval time, while the counter incrementing time is very
small by cornparison. No cells are lost du&g the fint two events, but only dunng Hvalue calculations. Furthemore, the fact that the ce11 counter processing time is slightly
less than the 2%OC-3 ceIl interval time suggests that using peak rates of 2%OC-3 or
more would result in many more lost cells. Instead of only being lost during H-value
calculations, cells would be lost during the cell processing, which occurs more often.
Thus, l%OC-3 seems to be the best peak cell rate (at least, for integral percentages) to
use for this demonstration.

Memory
The i960 implementation, although not lacking in memory resources (there are
32Mbytes of RAM), cannot accommodate more than six points for the variance-time
curve. This restriction is due to the fact that many of the variables (for reasons of speed)
have to be kept as long unsigned integers. To prevent ovefflows, the number of points
cannot be more than six points. The parallel implementation ailowed many more points
because this implementation could accommodate the slower speed of floating point
operations (which prevent integer overflows). Had the i960 k e n faster, it could have
supported more variance-time curve points, and thus have been a much more accurate
measure of the Hurst-parameter.

5.6

The Protocol Analyzer-based Demo
The purpose of this implementation is to serve as a dernonstration, so it would be

useful to show what a typical demonstration would look like. Figure 5.6.1 shows the
output H-values for a tnal which used four different traffk profiles. Table 5.6.1 shows
the order of the four traffic profües used, and the durations for which they each ran.

Trafic profile

Preset Ut.

Actuai Ut.

Duration

1. Bekore ON/OFF 0.700

0.748

1:30

2. Bellcore ON/OFF 0.200

0.233

1:30

3. Bellcore ON/OFF 0.400

0.458

1:30

4. Bellcore ON/OFF 0.850

0.956

0:46

Table 5.6.1 Traffk profile settings for i960 runtime results.

H-values resulting from dffferent traffic parameters

Figure 5.6.1 The i960 implernentation results for several settings of generated traffic.

At this point, one might be tempted to associate the H-value with the utilization
(mean ce11 rate) of the traffic. From Figure 5.6.1, a low utilization suggests a higher Hvalue, while high utilizations have H-values close to 0.000. This makes some sense. as

CBR traffic should have an H-value of 0.000,and the higher the utilization, the closer to
CBR traffic the traffic becomes. However, testing discovered that the H-value depended
more upon the mixing of the traffic Stream rather than simply the mean utilization. To
create a Bellcore ONIOFF traffic profile, the protocol analyzer mixes a large number of
cells (typically 1000) and sends that set of celk ad infinitum. However, one could use the
sarne traffic profile settings and generate a different traffic Stream just due to the
distribution of payload cells within the rnix. Tests indicated that two different mixes for

the same setting (0.496OC-3) had H-values as different as 0.4 and 0.1. Depending on the
mix, the H-value of 0.4%OC-3 traffic could be lower than that of 0.7%OC-3 tra€fk.

Another problem with the protocol analyzer is the traff~cis somewhat
meaningless. The Bellcore ON/OFF is convenient for setting the peak ce11 rate, but it
cannot be related to any red trac

type (e.g., video or audio uaKic). Furthemore, the

MPEG VBR trafic profiles are merely statistical models, and one cannot redly relate the
H-value to the actual picture, since there is no aciuai picture. For these reasons, the
protocol analyzer is not a good traiEc source for the i960 implementation and H-meter
demonstration.

5.7 Results of the Implementation of the EMMI Version
What the protocol analyzer lacks (i.e., real traffic that can be viewed), the EMMI
setup provides. The Hunt-parameter aigorithm was implemented on the i960 ATM
development again, this time with the assumption that the traff5c was from the EMMI
setup. The H-meter program was not significantly changed from the protocol analyzer
version. It was simplified slightly since it no longer had to worry if the protocol analyzer
had to go 'off-line' to change the traffic profile. However, the major change was in the
assumed peak ce11 rate. For the protocol analyzer, the peak ce11 rate was assumed to be
1%OC-3, which was a value that could be set in the Bellcore ON/OFF setting. in the

EMMI, the peak ce11 rate was 10010C-3. Even if the bandwidth were reduced below
1%OC-3, cells still could corne in bursts at lûO%OC-3, and the i960 would miss some or
al1 of the incoming cells. The l%OC-3 assumption simply did not work (as tests did
confm).

The solution to this problem was quite simple. The program was altered to
assume a peak rate of 100%OC-3. There would be no way that the i960 processor could

handle this data rate without rnissing a lot of cells, but there were few options. Also, the
i960 would probably capture more cells this way, than if it were set to 'sample' the traffic
Stream at i%OC-3. Fortunately, this approach seemed to work quite well. Admittedly,
the resulting H-values are probably different than if the i960 could handle the full OC-3
data rate. However, the only way to solve the timing problem seemed to be to ignore it
(for now).
Figure 5.7.1 shows the methodology behind the real-time H-meter demo. The
demo uses a video carnera (either 'live' or pre-taped input) or a VCR as input to the
Lucent EMMI. The output of the EMMI can then go to both a video display output and
the Pentium computer housing the ATM deveiopment board running the H-meter
program. The H-values are passed to the host cornputer for display through the front-end
display program (shown in the bottom, right-hand corner below).
The H-values calculated using the i960 are surprïsingly good (considering the

speed of the i960 processor). For a still picture (little or no activity in the picture), the Hvalue is fairly constant and usually in the range 0.5 to 0.8. The simplest pictures (al1
white or al1 black screens) have H-values around 0.5. The more complex a picture is, the
higher its H-value seems to be. When the carnera is focused on a still picture, and one
places one's hand a short distance from the lens (usually darkening the picture and
causing a re-focus), the H-value jurnps sharpiy, but when the hand is removed, the Hvalue quickly retums to the previous value. By this method, one can show that the H-

meter demo is in fact running in real-time, and that it reacts to sudden changes in the
picture.

Figure 5.7.1 Real-time H-meter demo setup.
Another factor afTecting the H-value is the Q-factor. At high Q-factors (e.g., 400,
800, 1 2 0 ) , the H-values are nearly constant and do not waver much even when one's

hand is placed over the lens. Lower Q-factors (e-g., 3,6) have much more pronounced
fluctuations. This is due to the fact that higher Q-factors have lesser variations in
bandwidth (see Table 5.4. l), and are therefore less bursty. A Q-factor of 25 gives good
results with H-values neither too 'jumpy*nor too static.
The video camera c m play video cassette tapes of pre-recorded data (i.e.,
movies). A video tape of highlights fiom Star Wars, Mr. Benn, hockey, a black and

white movie, and The Lion King was created. Figure 6.6.2 shows the results of just one
scene from the Star Wan movie, namely, the jump to hypenpace. Before the special
effect shown on the TV screen below, the H-values are between 0.6 and 0.8. However,
when the 'jump' actudly occurs, the H-value shoots up to 1.0 (this is a cut-off value) for
the duration of this

H-meer demo

TV 1 VCR
Figure 5.7.2 The famous 'jump to hyperspace' scene, and the rnatching H-meter demo
output.
effect, and then drops back to the 0.6 to 0.8 range once the scene changes.
Some more of the H-value results are shown in Figures 5.7.3 and 5.7.4. Figure

5.7.3 shows H-values calculated in the earlier part of the movie, specifically in the desert.
In general, the H-values for the desert scenes are fairly low (between 0.6 and 0.7). The

large, broad peak marked 'MD2 shot' occun at the point in the film where R2D2 is shot
by a laser. The scene is quite bright with a very bright blue special effect. After this
effect is over, the H-values retum to the lower range. The interval marked 'Audio'

represents the point at which the EMMI device setup was changed from transmitting
video data (VBR)to audio data (CBR).At this point, the H-value dropped significantly
to around O. 1. This rnakes sense as CBR traffic is very non-buaty, and should therefore

have a low burstiness rating. Once the EMMI setup was changed back to video output.

the H-values jumped back up to the video range (greater than 0.5).

H-values derived from Star Wars clips

Figure 5.7.3 H-values from the i960 demo using Star Wars video and audio input.
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Figure 5.7.4 H-values from the i960 demo using Star Wars video clips.
Figure 5.7.4 shows a part of the movie that is much more active than the
previously displayed desert scenes. Accordingly, the traffic is much bustier, and the
resulting H-values are generally higher (and with wider swings). There are three major
scenes in this set of clips. The first drarnatic jump in H-value occurs when the
Millennium Falcon jumps into hyperspace (as mentioned previously). The next major
event is the destruction of the planet Alderaan by the death star, and again, a very
drarnatic special effect results in another H-value jump. The third event is the jump from
hyperspace, which causes another isolated jump in the H-value. The end of the clip is a
tie-fighter battle with many fast scene changes and special effect explosions. These kinds
of action scenes create very bursty traffic and higher H-values, while quieter, slower
scenes (longer scenes, not much camera movement, less drarnatic changes between

scenes) result in lower H-values (as shown by the desert scenes compared with the battie
scenes).

Lirnitcltîbns
The Hurst-parameter algorithm as implemented on the i960 ATM development
board works well under most conditions. However. there is a seemingly unavoidable bug
that could prove somewhat embarrassing should it occur during a demonstration. It
seerns that during the running of the algorithm. sometimes the i960 'bangs' and stops
calculating and writing H-values. This,in tum, causes the front-end program displaying
the H-values to have its output drop to 0.00 and announce 'No Data' as the traffic

descriptor. Eventually, the i960 recovers and resumes normal operation. Sometimes this
downtime lasts a few minutes. if the demonstrator halts the i960 program and restarts it,
the program runs normally again irnmediately. This bug can occur at any time.
Although this bug can occur at any time, it generally occurs more often for higher
data raies (Le., for the EMMI setup, at higher Q-factors). At Q-factors such as 25 or
below, the time between these faults is relatively long (usually longer than a Y2 hour, and
sometimes longer than one hour). So long as the Q-factor remains low, this problem
should not occur very often.
Why this pmblem arises seems to be due to the i960 ATM development board,

and is not the fault of the EMMI setup or the demo frontend program. So long as the

traffic rate is fairly low (a Q-factor of 25 or less), the i960 board can handle most of the
incoming cells. As mentioned previously, the H-meter program captures payload cells
one ce11 at a time, and processes each payload ce11 as it receives the cell. The SQ32

module writes the cell into memory in a certain location, and sets a particular bit to
indicate that there is new data Once the i960 processes the cell, it clears that bit to
indicate to the SAR that the space is available for the next cell. However, if the i960
takes too long to process the current cell, when the next ce11 arrives, the SQ32 will place
the ce11 in the next available location. During this time, the local bus is used exclusively

by the SQ32, so the i960 can't access the memory, or intenupt the SQ32. This continues
until the entire buffer pool is filled; then, the SQ32 retums the local bus back to the i960.
For this reason, the ATM board goes 'offline* until control is given back to the i960
processor instead of the SQ32.
No simple solution exists yet to solve this problem, however, even if the problem
c a n o t be fixed, it does not make sense to simply throw away the EMMI implementation

as a demonstration, particularly since the only alternative would be the protocol analyzer
version (a poor substitute). This implementation is supposed to demonstrate the real-time
algorithrn, and is not meant as a showcase for the board itseif. Despite these limitations,
the EMMI irnplementation is a very good demonstration for the Hurst-pararneter ATM
trafic algonthrn.

Chapter 6

Simulation and Modeling in Cossap

6.1 Introduction
Ln this thesis, the final implementation platform for the Hunt-parameter algonthm
is not known. Neither of the two implementations described in this thesis are perfect
platforms. The parailel architecture can not receive any real ATM data, while the realtime implementation is too slow, and cannot accommodate very rnany points for the
variance-time curve. Ultimately, some other platform will be needed to produce a reaitime, accurate representaûon for the Hurst-parameter algorithm. This platform could be a
software-programmable DSP platform (as the two implementations in this thesis are). or
a hardware device like a field programmabie gate array (FPGA, which is a re-

configurable hardware device) or a custom integrated circuit (IC). In addition, the final
implementation could be a combination of hardware and software (Le., one or more
FPGAs dong with a DSP on the sarne board).

Each method of implementation (hardware versus software) has very different
developrnent cycles, and use very different design tools. The issue of hardwarelsoftware
CO-designhas the additional problem of partitionhg the system into hardware and
software components (which parts should be implemented in hardware. which parts
should be programmed on a DSP). The brute force method (pick the platform, then

implement the algonthm from scratch) can be very costly if one chooses the wrong
platform (such as investing a lot of time writing a VHDL description for implementation
on an FPGA, o d y to find the algorithm would operate just as well on a commerciallyavailable DSP board).
The best solution to these design issues is to describe the system using a highlevel, technology-independent design tool. At a high level of abstraction, the designer

c m explore rnany implementation issues before actual implementation. Furthemore, the
designer can better determine where hardwarelsoftware partitioning should occur (or if
the design should be implemented purely in hardware or purely in software). A highlevel description is also very useful in determining the correctness of the algorithm, and
experimenting with its application and interpretation.

One such tool is Cossap, which cornes packaged with the Synopsys line of VHDL
synthesis tools. Cossap provides an excellent environment for specifying the Hurstparameter aigorithm, exploring several irnplementation issues, and ultimately
implementing the algorithm. Furthemiore, the fast simulation times and the runtime
viewing tools provide an excellent environment for creating an 'offline' demo to
complement the real-time i960 demo for the Hurst-parameter.

6.2 The Cossap Design Tool
Cossap v. 1997.0 1 is a high-level design tool that accornrnodates a number of
implementation methods. In fact, Cossap is a collection of tools which allows the
designer to (a) specify a design in block diagram form, (b) simulate that design quickly
and easily, (c) analyze the results, and (d) implement the design in hardware or software,

or in a combination of the two. Design takes place at the algorithmic level, so ail initial
designs are technology-independent. By a method of stepwise refinement, the designer
can eventually reach a stage in the design that is just a step above the final
implementation.

The main tool for systern design is the Block Diagram Editor (BDE). where the
design is specified for simulation and implementation. In a block diagram, each block
represents a section of code (C or Fortran) which is activated and processed when there
are suficient signais at the input port(s) to the block. After a block finishes its
processing, any results are written to the block's output pon(s). Output ports connect to
other blocks' input ports using directed wires.
Cossap cornes with libraries full of useful DSP blocks, including blocks for digital
filters, Fourier transforms, signal adden, multiplexers and demultipiexers, modulators
and demodulators, compression schemes, and ND and D/A converters. There are also
blocks for signal sources (file inputs, random sources, noise sources, and sinusoid
sources) and sinks (blocks for stoi-ing signals to file for post-simulation analysis, and
blocks for displaying runtirne signals) to facilitate system simulation. Mode1 blocks
usually have a set of parameters that rnust be configured by the designer prior to
simulation (for exarnple, a signal delay block requires the number of samples to delay).

In this way, a genenc model block c m be tailored to the designer's system. Blocks can
also be collected to form a hierarchical model block, where a block in the main diagram
actually represents a collection of blocks. This saves design space and makes a highlevel design much easier to read and speciQ.

Figure 6.2.1 Example block diagram for Cossap BDE.
Figure 6.2.1 presents the Cossap BDE tool, and a typical block diagram. This
block diagram implements the impulse response for a FIR filter. The PULS block
generates an impulse (of configurable duration), the FIR block implements the filter (the
number of taps is a parameter, and the coefficients are stored in a data file), and the

FFT'R2AP performs a fast-Fourier transform and outpuis the amplitude and phase
response of the filter. Again, the Iength of the transform is a parameter. The DB block
converts the amplitude signal to decibel scale, and the DMPNR block marked Aiîenuation
stores the results in a file. Similady, the DMPNR block marked Phase stores the phase
response for the filter in a file. The DIFF-QUOT block takes the denvative of the phase
signal, and outputs it (the denvative of the phase signal is also called the group delay) to
file. The signai nets (lines connecting blocks) show the flow of signal values from one
block's output port to another block's input port (or to several blocks' input ports).

Although Cossap comes with a wide variety of pre-defmed model blocks,
sometimes a design requires a special block that does not exist in Cossap. The designer
c m write his own model block quite easily. The designer must fmt create a model
definition file which specifies the model name, descnption of the model, the names and
data types of the input and output ports (if they exist) and the names and data types of any
parameters which the block may require. Cossap then uses tools to generate a VHDL
entity file (for any potential hardware irnplementation) and a symbol file (used to
represent the model in a block diagram). The designer can then write the code for the
block in genenc C code. Depending on the complexity of the model block, this code can
be quite short. Cossap contains a tool that then takes the generic C code and generates
model C code, which the simulator can use. In a very short time, a cornplex design can
be completely specified by a Cossap block diagram.
Afier design specification, one can verify the functionality of a design through
simulation. Cossap can simdate a block diagrarn using its Stream-Driven Simulator
(SDS). Various viewing tools are available for monitoring signals dui-ing a simulation
and d e r the simulation has been completed.
Once an algorithm has been verified through Cossap simulation, it can be
implemented in a variety of ways. Cossap comes with two main tools for
implementation: the HDL Code Generator (HCG) and the DSP Code Generator (DCG).
The HCG creates HDL (hardware description language) code from a block diagram
descnption that can be used to synthesize ICs or FPGAs (i.e.. a hardware
implementation). The code can be generated in a variety of forms, including Synopsys

VHDL code optimized for VHDL Compiler and Design Ware, Synopsys VHDL code

optimized for Behavioral Compiler and Design Ware, VHDL code for the Vantage
Spreadsheet, and generic VHDL (IEEE VHDL 1076 standard) or Verilog code. Because
Cossap does not use clocks and reset signals in designs, the BCG can automaticdly
create clock and reset signals for those components in the designs that require them.
Another hardware cornponent of Cossap is the VHDL Simulation Interface (VSI)
which is very useful in hardware implementations. Once HDL code has been generated,
it can be simulated again in Cossap, and also in the Synopsys VHDL System Simulator
(VSS). This parallel simulation between the abstract description and the hardware
description (hence calied CO-simulation)gives added venfication for the design, and
ailows for debugging in both the SDS and VSS. The VSI method also eliminates the
need to wnte VHDL testbenches for the VSS, since the VSI passes input values from
Cossap to the VSS.
Altematively, a designer may wish to implement a design in software. For this
reason, the DSP Code Generator (DCG) functions sirnilady to the HCG. However, the

DCG generates code that can work on a number of commercial floating-point DSPs
(inciuding single or parallel TMS320C40 processing modules). Code c m be either
generic C code or assembly language code. Cossap also uses various optimization
strategies to allow the designer to adapt code generation to application-specific needs.
Performance measures such as throughput, latency, and memory requirements can be
adjusted and traded-off to tailor the code to a specific platform. As with the hardware
VSI, Cossap allows for software CO-simulationthrough the DSP Developer Kits (DDK).

Like the VSI, parallel simulations occur in Cossap through the SDS, and in the target

DSP to ensure the design works, and to debug the final implementation.

All of the details regarding Cossap and the various Cossap tools c m be found in
the Synopsys online documentation [23].

6.3 Implementation of the Algorithm in Cossap
Figure 6.3.1 shows the block diagrarn for the Hunt-parameter algorithm as
designed in Cossap. For reasons of propriety, many of the details cannot be explained,
but basically, the algorithm receives file input (from ATM ce11 captures using the
GNNettest interwatch 95000 protocol analyzer) and calculates the corresponding
variance-time curve at regular intervals. From this curve, the resulting Hunt-parameter
value is caiculated.

Figure 6.3.1 Cossap block diagrarn of Hurst-parameter algorithm.

The blocks marked FILE INPUT simply do that. The large group of blocks in the
center of the diagram is the main part of the Hurst-parameter algorithm, and calculates
the points in the variance-time curve. The set of blocks marked H-VALUE
CALCULATION performs linear regression on the variance-time curve points and
calculates the corresponding H-value. The blocks marked H-VALUE display the Hvalues onscreen dunng a simulation, and store those values d e r the simulation has
compieted. Similarly, the blocks marked VARIANCE-TIME CURVE display and store
the variance-time curve points.

In addition, a simple burstiness measure is implemented to demonstrate the
algorithm as a measure of burstiness. The blocks labeled BURSTINESS calculate
buntiness as PCR/SCR where PCR is the peak cell rate of cells over a certain penod, and

SCR is the average ce11 rate over that same penod (241. The block diagram calculates the

PCR and SCR values over the sarne time period that an H-value is calculated, and
displays and stores the buntiness values to compare with the corresponding H-values.
Because Cossap displays calculated results while the simulation is running, this
Cossap diagrarn makes a good demo for the Hurst-parameter algorithm. Since it displays
both the variance-time curve and the Hurst-parameter values (the i960 real-time demo
presently only displays the Hurst-parameter values), one can see how the Hurst-parameter
is extracted from the variance-time curve. The burstiness calculation also provides a
good reference to demonstrate how the Hurst-parameter reflects the burstiness of the
incoming traffic. The only thing missing is the real-time video as accornpaniment, which
the Cossap demo cannot provide. However, this is a good complement to the i960 real-

tirne demo, as it provides a different view of the algorithm (Le., the transition from
variance-time curve to Hurst-parameter value) which the i960 demo does not show.

6.4

Results and Discussion
The block diagram for the Hurst-parameter ATM trafic algorithm was simulated

in Cossap using a truncated version (limited to 200,000 cells) of the starwarsl.bin
captured data fde. As well, this same file was used for mnning the parailel C

TMS320C40 DSP implementation that has already been shown to work. Figure 6.4.1
shows the runtime results from both trials. The results are identical.

Figure 6.4.1 Plot of results for DSP and COSSAP versions of algorithm.
Simulation times are extremely fast, as 52,000,000 cells (two minutes, thirty
seconds in reai-time) from file input take a total of only seven minutes, thirty-two
seconds to process on a Sun Ultrasparc workstation. This time is not an indication of
actuai processing time on an implementation achieved through Cossap (such as a DSP or

an FPGA), as those times are specific to the hardware or software platform. However,
these fast simulation times rnean that changes c m be made to the design (e.g.. using more
or less points in the variance-time curve, changing mode1 block code, adding new
features) and the functionality can be re-verified in a very short time.

6.5 Cossap as a Demo
As mentioned previously. the Cossap simulation environment with its m n h e

waveform viewers is an excellent environment to demonstrate the Hurst-parameter
algorithm. Figure 6.5.1 shows the runtime windows that will pop-up during a simulation.
The top-left window is a waveform viewer which monitors and displays the current
variance-time curve (which is updated every 100 000 cells). The top-right waveform
viewer displays the Hurst-parameter values that result frorn the cdculated variance-tirne
curves. The bottom-lefi window is simply the Cossap BDE showing the algorithm's
biock diagram. The bottom-right window is the burstiness cdcuiation that is used to
dernonstrate the Hurst-parameter as a measure of burstiness.

Figure 6.5.1 Cossap demo signal display windows.
As the simulation progresses, the variance-tirne curve changes with time. With

each new variance-time curve, a new point is plotted in the Hurst-parameter viewer
window. At the sarne time. a new burstiness measure result is also plotted. The Hurstparameter and burstiness windows show the curves created from the entire simulation.
The two curves appear very similar, except at the very beginning of the simulation. This
c m be due to the Hurst-parameter algorithm not having enough ceils to calculate an

accurate result yet. However, for the rest of the curve, the results are quite good. Both
curves also show the sharp peak at the same point in the simulation. This simulation is
good as a dernonstration since it not only shows how the Hurst-parameter relates to the
variance-time curve, but also shows how the Hunt-parameter is also a measure of
burstiness.

6.6 Cossap Used to Explore Design Issues
Another advantage of the Cossap implementation is the simple exploration of
design issues. One question that arose due to the limitations of the i960 implementation
was how accurate the final H-values actuaiiy are. The i960 only inplemented the last six
points in a 12-point variance-time curve. Furthemore, the i960 could not operate at

Lûû%OC3, but would miss incorning cells. Both of these limitations would have some
effect on the resulting H-values, but the extent of those effects were not reaily known.
Cossap simulations, dong with the Cossap CHART tool were very useful in detennining
whether or not the H-values were still valid.
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Figure 6.6.1 Cossap chart featuring Hurst-parameter values resulting from using different
numbers of points for the variance-time curve.
Figure 6.6.1 shows the results of three simulations. The first plot (the darkest
line) shows the H-values calculated frorn sixteen points from the variance-time curve.

The input file was a combination of capture files of the Star Wars and Death of a

Salesman movies. For the sixteen-point system, the H-values are fairly steady between
0.65 and 0.75, except for a large peak after about 220 samples. The second plot uses only
the first twelve points for the variance-time curve. Not only are the H-values lower than
the sixteen-point system, but the changes in H-values are more pronounced. Here the Hvalue varies between 0.55 and 0.75, but the overall characteristic is the same for both
simulations. The twelve-point system still shows the large peak, and whenever the
sixteen-point H-value increases or decreases, so too does the twelve-point system (dbeit.
much more drarnatically). Finally. the chart contains the results of using only the last six
points of the twelve-point system to calculate H-values (the Iightest Iine). This represents
what the i960 results would be like. since it uses only the last six points in a twelve-point
variance-time curve as well. One can see how different the H-values are compared to the
sixteen-point variance-time curve results. Still, the basic features are the same. The H-

values, again, are generally lower than those for the sixteen-point and twelve-point
systems. The peak occurs in the same place, and increases or decreases in H-values for
the sixteen-point system also occur for the six-point system. However, the six-point
system is much more prone to wide swings in values rather than the srndler swings for
the larger systems. Obviously, there are too few points in the six-point system to give a
really accurate measure of the Hurst-parameter. However, this test does confirm that
even with six points, the algorithm still follows the general trend of H-values.

H-values for Capture.bbf
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Figure 6.6.2 Hurst-parameter values resulting h m different amounts of missed input
cells.
The results of missed cells were approximated by inserting a demultiplexer into
the block diagram at the input to the aigorithm. This demultiplexer passes only every
second, fourth, eighth, etc., input ce11 into the algorithm. The rest of the cells go to a
signal dump and are not processed any funher. Figure 6.6.2 shows how rnissed cells
affect the Hurst-parameter. The f~st-plotis the six-point system from the previous trial
using 100%of the input cells (this would be lûû%OC3,or no missed cells). This trial
still uses the six-point system because the i960 oniy used the six-point system. The rest
of the plots for this trial show the effect of more and more rnissed cells on the Hurst-

parameter.

One c m see that, as more cells are missed, the sensitivity of the H-values
decreases. The lûû%OC-3 line has several distinct peaks. As more cells are lost, the
peaks become somewhat fiattened. For example, the lûû%OC-3 line peaks at around 30

samples, and decreases quickly to around 0.4. The 12.5%0C-3 line stiU peaks at roughly

the same spot; however, its drop is only slight, and stays around 0.8. Despite these
differences, al1 of the plots still share certain characteristics. The peaks al1 occur in
roughly the same places, which justifies that the i960 irnplementation, despite not running
at lûû%OC-3, is still a good measure for the Hurst-parameter algorithm.

6.7 Hardware Language Implementation of the Design
One advantage of Cossap is its ability to generate implementation-specific code
from its block diagrams. For DSP platforms, the code is typically C code. For hardware

implementations (e.g., FPGAs), the code can be VHDL in a variety of forms (generic,
behavioral), or Verilog. This makes the transition from an algorithrnic description in a
block diagram to a fully functional target implementation much easier than trying to code
an entire system from scratch.
There are already various C-code and C u descriptions of the Hurst-parameter
algorithm. but there are no hardware language (Le., VHDL) versions of the algorithm.
With this in mind, it seemed beneficial to use Cossap to generate VHDL code for the
algorithm. Not only would this demonstrate the usefulness of Cossap as a complete

design system, but it would also result in code that could be extremely useful to the next
possible implementation of the Hurst-parameter algorithm (Le., a platform with both an
FPGA and a DSP).

However, generating VHDL code from a Cossap design is not as simple as
pressing a button and watching a magical metamorphosis of C-block code into a
complete VHDL prograrn. For one, the genenc Cossap modei blocks do not typically
specify bit-widths for input and output ports, and interna1 registers. Instead, a designer

must replace the generic model blocks with 'bittme' model blocks, which are designed
for parameterized bit-widths. The Cossap bitmie model blocks ail have HDL code
associated with them. For user-defined model blocks, the user must also supply the
corresponding HDL code.

Figure 6.7.1 Block diagram of a bittme representation of the Hunt-parameter algorithm.

Figure 6.7.1 shows the completed block diagrarn for a bittme representation for
the fixed-point part of the algorithm for one variance-time curve point. A complete
diagram would simply be instantiations of this block diagram (five points would be five
instantiations). Since these model blocks also have the genenc C-block code. they can
also be simulated in Cossap to verify their functionaiity. Only one model block had to be
coded by the designer (both the C-block code and a behavioral VHDL description of the
model).

The Cossap HCG (HDL Code Generator) tool was employed to generate
behavioral VHDL code for the Synopsys Behavioral Compiler. The code was analyzed
by the compiler with no enors. Another tool. the VSI (VHDL Simulation Interface) was

used to c o n f m the functionality of the generated code. Through the VSI, the code
generated by the HCG c a . be sirnulated by the Synopsys VHDL System Simulator (VSS)
at the same time as the Cossap SDS is simulating the Cossap block diagram of the sarne
system. This tool can confirm that the generated VHDL code in fact implements the
same algorithm as the original block diagram. The VSI generates a model block that
represents the simulation running on the VSS. The model block can then be added to the
previous Cossap block diagram, and simulated at the same time. Dunng the simulation,
the VSI will pass input values from the Cossap simulation to the VSS so that the two

simulaton will process the same values. Similarly, the VSI will accept the resulting
outputs from the VSS and display or store the values using the Cossap tools.

Figure 6.7.2 Block diagram for the VSI hardware CO-simulation.

Figure 6.7.2 shows the complete block diagram for the VSI simulation. The block
marked 'VHDL-model' is the VHDL code description that will run in the Synopsys VSS.
The blocks marked Output 1-vhdl, Output2-vhdl, and Output3-vhdl store the hardware
output port values corresponding to the Cossap outputs Output l,Output2, and Output3.

Results

The VSI hardware CO-simulationwas mn using randody generated ce11 input
data (this was done merely to confirm the functionality of the VHDL code). M e r the
simulation, the output file Output 1was compared to the output file Output 1-vhdl.
Sirnilarly, the Output2 and Output3 output files were compared to their VHDL
counterparts. Al1 three files were identical, confirming that the VHDL code generated
through the VCG utility maintained the functionality of the Hurst-parameter algorithm
(or at least, the fixed-point part of the calculation).
Therefore, Cossap proves itself to be an effective tool, not just for the design and
testing of algorithms, but for the implementation of algorithms as well. The VHDL code

cm now be imported to some VHDL synthesis tool (e.g., Synopsys) to complete the
implementation cycle. On these tools, issues like timing and technology (i.e., choosing

an FPGA implementation or going to an IC design tool like Cadence) cm be finalized.

Chapter 7
Conclusions

This thesis presented several implementations and investigations regarding an
ATM network trac

characterization algorithm. ATM networks are high-bandwidth

computer networks that support a variety of applications including teleconferencing,
voice, and video. ATM networks deliver fmed-length data cells from a source to a
destination with traffic characteristics and performance specified by a traffic contract.
Trafic characterization and modeling is an extremely important issue in ATM networks
because trafic models are needed, for example, to detemine the maximum number of
traffk sources that a network can accommodate and still maintain certain performance
parameters.
The more accurate a traffic mode1 is, the more reliable the results of bandwidth
allocation schemes, performance measures, and traffic control functioos will be.
Conventional ATM traffic models (e.g., normal distributed models) fail to take into
account certain characteristics of variable bit rate (VBR) trafic: self-similarity and longrange dependence. These characteristics refer to the phenomenon that VBR traffic over
ATM is more highly correlated (i.e., two observations, far-removed in time, exhibit a

statistical dependence) than conventional traffic models display. For this reason,
conventionai traffic models fail to accurately describe typical ATM traffïc.

TRLabs has developed a rnethodology for calculating the Hurst-parameter, H,
which characterizes ATM tMc

as an exactly fmt-order self-similar system. The

Hurst-parameter is a linear approximation to the variance-time curve. which measures
statistics of the ATM trafic at different time scales. The Hurst-parameter algorithm
developed at TRLabs is a real-time algorithm, which must process each ce11 at the OC-3
rate of 2 . 8 3 ~ Therefore,
.
there are two requirements for this algorithrn: reai-time ATM

traffic and an implementation that nins at OC-3.This thesis attempted to discover if such

an implementation could exist.
The first implementation of the Hurst-parameter algorithm was on a QPCiC40B
pardel DSP board. The algorithm was divided among three TM-40DSP modules
running in parallel. This allowed the algorithm to eventually run at the dl-important OC3 rate. In fact, it was the only platform attempted that could operate at this rate.

However, the irnplementation used capture file data rather than real-time data, since there
was no on-board capacity to capture real-time ATM traffic.

Obviously, some mechanism

is needed to deliver real-time ATM traffk to the parallel DSP board.
The second implementation of the Hurst-parameter algonthm allowed the
processing of red-time ATM traffic because the platform was an i960-based ATM
developrnent board. However, because there was only one processor on this board
(which ran at only 2SMHz), this implementation was relatively slow, and could not
process traffic at OC-3. In spite of this deficiency, a derno was constmcted using a
Lucent EMMI device to send real-time video and audio traffic to the ATM development
board. That, dong with an excellent graphical user interface developed by Andrew
Parker, allowed a 'viewer' to see the input video (such as a scene from Star Wars) and at

the same time view the Hunt-parameter values calculated from that input. So long as the
bandwidth of the EMMI device was kept suitably low, the demo worked extremely well.
The fual phase of this thesis was not an actual implementation, but an
investigation into some implementation aspects, and the workings of the Hunt-parameter
algorithm. This phase used a block-diagram-based DSP system design tool cailed Cossap
to describe the Hurst-parameter algorithrn. Once specified in block-diagram form, the
algorithrn could be simulated with a variety of inputs (e.g., file I/0 and random data) to
better understand how the algorithm worked. These simulations were extremely fast, and
the Cossap tool provided a variety of data display forms (e-g., runtime, post-rnortem), so
that a designer could change aspects of the algorithm. and quickly discover how different
configurations affected the resulting Hurst-parameter values. When one is exploring the
implementation space (hardware, software, or a combination of both), a tool like Cossap
can help the designer resolve issues like hardwarelsoftware partitioning, and rnany
aspects of implementation (e.g., how many variance-time curve points to use) that can
Save the designer a lot of time during the implementation stage. Furthermore, code
generation tools can also quicken the implementation process and allow the designer to
concentrate more on the higher level design issues (such as the hardwarefsoftware
partitioning) rather than the specifics of the implementation languages (e.g., VKDL, C).
The next logical step for this thesis would be to follow the Cossap design ihrough

to an actual hardwarefsoftware CO-designimplementation. The bit-true mode1 block for
one variance-time curve point was already used to generate VHDL code, which was
verified through CO-simulation.VHDL code for al1 the variance-time curve points could
be generated, and software code could be generated for the floating-point portion of the

algorithm as well. Hopefully, implementing the algorithm on a system (custom or
commerciaiiy-available) with both hardware and software design components would lead
to an implernentation that is fast and efficient (Le., the operations that are best done on
hardware-real-time,

fixed-point-and software-floating-point,

non-real-time-are

implemented to the algorithm's greatest benefit).
As a whole, this thesis explored several aspects of design related to the Hurst-

parameter algorithm. It showed that the design could operate at the OC-3 rate, making a
real-time implementation using a commercial DSP platform possible. It also
demonstrated how a real-time implementation would operate (aithough, not at OC-3).
Finally, this thesis presented the use of a DSP systern design tool in the specification,
investigation, and eventual implementation of the Hurst-parameter algorithm.
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